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Addis Ababa city is wet invaded by a heavy rain that controlled its streets, walkways 
and every outdoor space. The people already hide out of it by taking refuge inside buildings or 
any other structures that can cover them. Some including myself were moving through with no 
worries, thanks to the dynamic moving structures called cars. I was in a taxi and reached my 
station, somewhere in the city. While I was in the countdown of seconds to get off the taxi, I 
looked around for possible refuge spaces. A commercial building designed with a grand 
entrance to welcome the public is right in front of me. Looking at active entrance, or a thresh-
old which is occupied by many people, seems it is serving its main purpose. The individuals 
were standing there by turning their back to the interior space of the building and staring 
outside into the marvelous droplets of the rain on the street, creating an artistic repetitive 
circular patterns incepted at their central point and vanishing in to a blurred bigger circles 
through many circular contours in between. Watching the flood flowing as it compute with 
time, the buildings being washed by it, movement of greenery on middle of the street and so on, 
which suddenly replaced the public interaction in the city. 

 I joined the standing people running out of the taxi. Everyone was staring at me, as if 
they were to disallow me being part of them, because I interrupted stand off by shrugging off 
the droplets on my body. Crossed the walkway and penetrated through the individuals standing 
with silence towards interior space of the building, giving my back to them. Asking myself then 
why they remain standing at this porch, “is it because they are in a hurry?” or “the interior 
space is full of people?” or thinking the worst case “they can`t afford to be inside?” and so on. 
When I get inside it, I wished to turn my face and give my back to it as the majority already did.

 But as a professional duty, I hold on myself and try to observe everything in depth, 
moving from the bigger ordinary people`s world which says; “what should I care if it shades 
me from the rain for a while till it quits” to the smallest world of concerned professional think-
ing asking “what is going on?”; “what is missing?”; “what would the Architect feel, if s/he 
were here?”; “how can the existing situation be rearranged or solved to attract those people 
to experience or create variety of situations on it than standing like sculpture up there?”.

Thinking this all, I found myself standing in this small lobby, surrounded by shops full 
of products but no customer at all and stair calling me to go up loudly which seems like it 
understands that there is nothing to experience at this floor, with security guard beside me and 
all the people I penetrated through to get here were all gone being careless of what I was 
concerned about. They all threw the responsibility of worrying and bringing the solution unto 
me, and spread into their own individual day to day activities. Accepting this and memorizing 
the buildings I have experienced in the past from this dimension, i start leaving the building too 
with a broken heart that I was not capable of bringing any solution to it immediately.    

Selemun Kahsay.

Talking with the ignored building



Abstract 

Buildings are designed for users to inhabit them. Their existence without user remains to 
feel like they are a sculpture. On the other hand, people need to occupy a building for discussion, 
entertainment, and business matter. And this leads to the stand, framing a social space with in 
buildings that are responsible to human interaction is mandatory. This interaction represents the 
hidden communication between occupants and variety spaces of a building. Named shortly in one 
word as ”LIMINALITY”. In commercial buildings, this concept owns a space called “Liminal 
Space”. It stands for public spaces with in buildings, such as lobby, reception areas, atrium, 
vertical and horizontal circulations and so on. Objective of the research is to study the value of 
liminality in architecture, while the conception, existence, and sustenance of liminal spaces with 
in commercial buildings comes in to practical practice within commercial buildings in Addis 
Ababa city. Meaning, as those spaces are for the public, how does they response that? in the 
conception stage and beyond this how can they be an engine to the building by attracting more 
people, and place them with in their parts for better business exchange? in their existence concern 
as well as making the building center of attraction to the neighborhood, which guaranty it`s 
sustainability through continuous access of variety occupants. Having this objective buildings 
within the city are found as they have a knowledge gap in this study area. 

Then to study the gap, different methods are used for data collection. Such as, providing 
questionnaires for different occupants (users, Tenants, Owners/Building Administrators) and 
professionals or architects) of a building to gather variety of information from different 
dimensions. Literature review discussing core points of the study area with the help of liminality 
constructive theories and quotations from experienced professionals are presented. And Case 
studies (Local and International) that have positive and negative characters of liminality are 
aimed to study the defects from building with obstacles and how to solve them from the structures 
entertaining liminality in extraordinary way. 

Then through analysis different findings are derived. From conception point of view, as 
those spaces can be a means of linking to urban and commercial spaces, curving out identity of 
the building, Space for the collective, Space welcoming activities, and Positioning occupants with 
in liminal spaces having three dimensional physical as well as visual access, are to be considered 
with respect to illegal architect`s activities. In the Existence of liminality, presence of variety of 
circulation routes and space for dynamic activities to attract people as well as variety of activities 
through lively user`s interaction in deep sensory experience that pushes users to rank them in 
favorite liminal space list with in the building and from other competitive buildings, are to be 
interpreted well. Finally, the concern of timely changes in respect to visual and Physical comfort, 
Maintenance Stimulating interaction and Fitting to the intended purpose of the liminal spaces, 
are found to be sustaining factors of liminality. Those are constructive parts of liminality with 
variety intentions, grouped as these three stages of liminality (conception, existence and 
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Abstract 

sustainability) in order to be integrated with in a structure, assuring its efficiency throughout the 
building`s life time.  

Therefore, with those findings, Conclusion and recommendations  answering questions 
of the objective with the help of self-constructed exemplary diagrams are made to conclude the 
research. In order to show practicality of those recommendations more, an intervention project 
in Wegagen bank, which has a liminal space void filled with fountain at ground level and a pound 
at first floor aimed for falling water towards the ground fountain that seams impractical with 
water resource provision as it is not functioning yet and it results only visual connectivity from 
the street level. But, it has a potential to display efficient liminality with the help of this research 
that results visual as well as physical interaction of occupants. So, an experimental project is done 
in this liminal space to create efficient liminality.

Keywords: Liminality, Liminal space, in-between space, Experience, Sense,           
         Conception of liminality, Existance of liminality,  Sustaining  liminality
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1. INTRODUCTION



1.1.  Background of the Study

“There is a reciprocal influence between people and built form.”

Mark Baldassare

Buildings are designed to dictate occupant’s actions from the very beginning of entrance 
gesture towards every interior spaces and back to the exit. Each and every element constructing 
the building has a contribution in arousing and guiding attention of occupant`s senses that results 
a total impression of the building collectively. On the other hand, the users have a significant input 
in activating the building as well as creating a character through individual and collective actions. 
If integrated efficiently with in the structure, both play a great role in making the architecture 
complete.     

 “Human behavior […] is influenced by roles, context, and situations that, in turn, 
are frequently communicated by cues in the settings making up the environment”

Amos Rapoport

In order a building to be recognized and efficient to serve users, it  must be rich in its design 
where the occupants are held to experience; where users by themselves are integrated as one part 
of the architecture; where occupant’s activities celebrate variety of situations that are dynamic; 
where new imagination of unexpected architectural situations appear through the space and 
relationship with public; where the architecture is represented by its own identity; where the basic 
programs of a building are activated. These all needs time, a longer time to articulate within the 
building before and after reaching the rooms serving basic needs of users. These blend of the 
cognitive and sensual characteristics are “imaginative perception” proposed by Scruton, the 
notion that we may perceive the details of built structures in various ways, depending on 
directions that our imagination takes us. Scruton (1979/2013) takes this cognitive act, reminiscent 
of seeing-as and free play of the imagination, as crucial to architectural experience.

And users have a great role in making the architect`s idea come true and beyond (if they are 
given the opportunity to design activities by themselves) through their presence (interface of 
communication, sensing what everyone is doing, the appearance and loss of new vistas in every 
step, richness of information that cannot happen only by perceptual dense offerings). These are 
boldly descriptive of the relationship between occupants and buildings that mostly happen in 
public spaces (transitional spaces) within, which may refer but not limited to reception lobby, 
atrium and, corridors, in relation to basic programs.
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This relationship is defined by authors like Jonathan Hill and Gianni Vattimo as ̀ liminality`. 
It is originally, a cultural and philosophical concept often used in contemporary discourse on art 
and spatial experience. (as cited in Smith,C., 2001)

Architectural spatial environment or liminal space is used in this research to represent those 
interior spaces of buildings which are responsible to accommodate users collectively and place 
them to be exposed where they can explore, understand and occupy the architecture through 
experiencing it.

Our senses qualify the eminence of these spaces contained within buildings through 
experience. The experience starts from distance visually in response to the magnificent play of 
elements through light, their color and texture and understanding the language/message which is 
intended to be displayed. These are what can be observed in all art forms, such as painting, 
sculpture and film. However, when we become part of spatial setup of a building, the senses that 
differentiate experiencing architecture from the other arts become active intentionally or 
unintentionally. Temperature, acoustics and odor of the interior space is somehow different from 
that of the exterior environment. And also the feeling of calmness or bustle, texture of materials, 
different levels we step up on, the sounds created and smell of a certain interior space of a building 
are what differentiates it from other buildings, which are considered as identity of that 
architecture. Sensory spatial experience in architecture works in fusion of all our senses 
depending on how the designer has explored them through his/er design elements as wholeness 
effect in relation to the human activity within it. So, architects have a great role to play in creating 
an accessible and sensory spatial experience in order to inspire and stimulate users to be part of it 
and communicate with its surprises. 

Buildings without sensory elements are nothing. If a built structure has no function, then it 
is not architecture. As a modest dissent, Graham (1989) proposes that such a structure is an 
architectural work—but a failure at such. It is the public who can give life to them in addition to 
the spatial organization, impression of light in the structure, materiality, texture and color within. 
As users take time, the fourth dimension, to experience this work of art and science, the 

The ethnographer van Gennep is seminal in this contemporary understanding of 
liminality and marginality. His term “rite of liminality” refers to the precarious 
threshold between a person`s previous role in society and his new, evolved exis-
tence. Liminality is always associated with ephemerality and transitional 
passage between alternative states. Architect Aldo van Eyck also reinforces that 
a transitional threshold involves the interrelationship between two phenomena 
rather than their opposition. ..., liminality or the liminal refers to transitional 
space; neither one place nor another; neither one discipline nor another; rather 
a third space in-between. (Smith,C., 2001(1)) 
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architecture becomes complete. They can also have part in the design through interaction of 
different activities in the purposefully built environment by professionals. The environment that 
welcomes from the exterior, entertains within itself from distance to the closer feeling at hand in 
collective manner (liminal spaces) and finally handing over to the main purpose (basic programs), 
which are commercial or office rooms accessed depending on the individual’s preference through 
visual attraction while they are within the in-between space. Where there is the absence of this 
public transition space, there is no longer liminality to happen because users are ignored to stay in 
the building which causes them to access the main purpose and leave quickly.

Users are guided through the intentional organized situation set by designers during their 
experience in buildings. The more these spaces are designed in a creative and people, not person, 
oriented way, the more likely to be occupied by the users. Jane Jacobs (1961) stated that, the 
phenomenon of peoples` attraction to other people, however, does not manifest only in public 
squares; it is a fundamental feature of urban life. And liminal spaces are public spaces in buildings 
to be experienced and explored by provoking eagerness to see and feel what they contain.  On the 
other side, the less attention given to these spaces by designers, they will have less probability to 
be experienced by the users, as long as they are limited only to the level of transitional space that 
will be used when it is mandatory to access commercial rooms only, no matter whether it is wider 
or narrower. This is because of the active behavioral response of user in relation to their 
environment. As they are given the opportunity to stay and create a situation they will definitely 
response to it. On the contrary, if they are ignored, liminality never happens. So, architects 
concern to these spaces in the design stage is crucial for the users to experience with all their 
senses, and of course having in mind that there must also be a chance for the public to participate 
in the design, that will impose efficient liminality within the building.

In addition to human interaction, liminal spaces are very essential in architecture. They are 
mostly used as the main organizing element in spatial configuration of buildings with rich ideas 
to display the conceptual approach of a design. Public spaces are available in all types of buildings 
starting from the smaller scale of residences as living room to the bigger commercial buildings as 
central collective spaces.

Therefore, in this paper the discussion focuses on the study of value given for liminality or 
the relationship between people and architectural spaces with in buildings in their conception, 
existence and sustenance. This relationship is a very complex situation that consists invisible 
communication of occupants` senses with elements of a building. such as, how users are guided 
through space, response of their senses to the spatial environment, quality of spaces in response 
to the sensors and the creative approach of designers for incorporating user`s actions in their 
activities. These are mostly believed to be effective in wide open spaces where the public interacts 
as a mass and try to experience them through different activities that are programmed by designers 
(creating the feeling of spaces that are flying where you have a lobby space that allows you to see 
things below, above and the layers all around.).
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1.2. Statement of the Problem

Liminal spaces are the core element of structures that are boldly defined in most of the 
worldwide famous architectural buildings. Such as, the spiral space defining central void of 
Solomon R. Guggenheim museum by Frank Lloyd wright, which is rich in activating senses of 
occupants with 3D experiencing ramps and dynamic works of art being furnished with in the 
central void, and so on. But, in the Ethiopian buildings` context the liminal spaces are mostly 
voids, dedicated to lit and ventilate the basic functional spaces of the structure. Public interactions 
are limited in to economical circulation spaces guiding to basic rooms access only. As the voids 
have no potential to activate senses of users, individuals are not capable of experiencing those 
buildings. Structures with potential of allowing public to interact with in their liminal spaces are 
negligible in relation to the totality presence of buildings with in the country. This knowledge gap 
is observed as the main problem in the relationship between occupants and buildings. And, in 
almost all the buildings these spaces are likely to have the vertical circulations with accessible 
lobby which left no room for occupants to engage themselves in activating these transitional 
spaces.  Therefore, users are limited to use it as connector of the segregated exterior and interior 
functional spaces only. This causes in divorcing the interaction between the public and the 
building. As a result there will be less probability of the public staying in the building, apart being 
served by the basic services it accommodates in a blind (without any considered liminality) 
manner.

Absence of quality public spaces with in buildings intended to create inefficient liminality, 
which affects users` inspiration to be motivated and guided to experience the whole building. 
These are observed in local buildings containing a smaller and functional spatial hierarchy to 
experience horizontally with in a specific floor (not three dimensional) which is mostly flat slab 
ending up with private rooms or narrow transitional gate ways (taking to backyard, stairs and lifts) 
or communal spaces like rest room. As a result, the users are not interested in staying at such 
spaces. Rather as it is practically observed in the city, streets are too busy with the vehicles, and 
the walk ways are full of crowded pedestrian movements and have this necessity of taking some 
part of the street into them, with the need of participating in such interactive urban liminality. 
While most of the underprivileged buildings` public spaces are left empty. 

Liminal spaces have the potential to represent a building as its specific unique character. 
public capture this character of a building`s identity through experience, compared to that of the 
outdoor environment which they interact freely considering it as their own space and other 
buildings within the urban area or in the whole world as architecture is being unified in to 
“International architecture” ideology from the specific “Regional architecture” concept. The 
outdoor environment or urban public places are simply recognizable through repetitive use and 
developing the visual experience of the urban form, public interaction, activities conducted and
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the relation of one element to other in day to day life. For instance, being as one part of the public, 
we are familiar with our environment in terms of the number of footsteps (measured by our 
performance from experience) that took us from home to work without counting, the ups and 
downs interval of walkways and at which intervals the turning points we can get are 
unconsciously captured on our minds. These activities are always used as a transitional guiding 
moments which are absent on our buildings. So, there is a clear absence of transitional exercises 
(liminality) in local buildings` liminal spaces within buildings through guidance of designers 
which can be memorized by the users.

Liminal spaces are appreciated based on the impression created in perspective view from a 
specific positions to these interior public environments of a building. As architecture is all about 
framing social interaction these perspectives are intended to show the expected liminality within 
these frames. These views are also considered as hero space of the architecture. Users are attracted 
to be part of it in the first impression, feel it through experience and save it in their memory. But, 
in Ethiopia`s context the perspectives are limited towards the exterior views, while in the interior 
there are no positions which can enable occupants to experience or observe spaces that are created 
to be responsive to social interaction, and entering towards them leads to noting but the basic 
services of the building which can be accessed individually. These all are what initiates the 
research`s objective.
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1.3. Purpose of Study

The research is aimed to study on the existing public spatial environment within commercial 
buildings as to how they accommodate liminality, the value given to liminal spaces by architects 
during conception and use stage, occupants` role to assure existence and sustainability of 
liminality within a structure.  Currently, the local buildings have well considered formal 
expression and, shop and office rooms for business purpose that are easily understood from the 
exterior volumetric compositions and interior individual spaces quality experimented by 
designers. What about the in-between public spaces with variety of benefits to the building as well 
as occupants, but left void that makes them to be disable of allowing users to interact collectively? 
Therefore, aim of the study is to research on situations related to liminality that are helpful to 
connect the urban area and commercial spaces with human experience centered. Therefore, the 
focus is, at the study of the value of Liminal spaces in relation to occupant`s interaction.

���������������������������������
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If we are to develop new ways of reading spaces, it is crucial to thoroughly 
explore those that already exist, and to incorporate this knowledge into new 
design questions.  

(Holzer, B.,1993)
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1.3.1.  General Objective

 Main objective of the thesis is to measure the value of liminality in architecture, while 
the conception, existence, and sustenance of liminal spaces with in commercial buildings 
comes in to practical practice.

1.3.2. Specific Objectives

1. To identify the need and characteristics of liminal space in commercial buildings.

2. To investigate occupants` need in liminal spaces at commercial buildings.

3. To evaluate relationship of liminal spaces with commercial building`s basic programs.

4. To clarify the influence of design approach with greater value in liminal spaces to create 
qualified liminal spaces.

5. To study influenceing factors in determining liminal spaces.

1.4. Research Questions

2. What is the size of liminal space in relation to the total volume? 
1. Are liminal spaces mandatory in public buildings?
For specific objective - 1

3. What are the factors affecting location of liminal spaces in a building? 
4. What are the elements forming liminal spaces?

1. How are Conception, Existence, and Sustenance of liminality considered in 
commercial buildings?

1.  What are the significant factors in shaping liminal spaces? 
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1. How do users contribute their role in liminal spaces of buildings to sustain liminality?
2. What are the activities that occur in liminal spaces which are expected to socialize occupants?

1. Shall they be segregated?, partially connected? or blurred?

For specific objective - 2

For specific objective - 3

For specific objective - 4

For specific objective - 5



1.5. Scope of the study

Focus of the research is on liminal spaces and their initiators, containers and influence on 
the value of liminality within buildings in the design of commercial buildings in Addis Ababa. 
Liminal spaces are usually designed to connect users horizontally as well as vertically, from the 
exterior space to individual rooms within a building. This mere presence would limit their service 
as connecting element only. However, with the provision of variety connecting elements, 
occupants would try to manipulate them in different way as much as they can. The spatial 
environment within liminal spaces is expected to display various parts of the building provided by 
professionals and activities of occupants in a coherent way. Limitation of user’s involvement as 
well as absence of rich elements results a compromised efficiency of liminal spaces. Therefore, 
this complicated relation between the two ‘LIMINALITY’, not limited to them only, which have 
many branches to study, are where the study`s center of attention is.

Regarding to type of building to study on, there are a huge variety of public buildings; 
therefore it will be too wide of a subject to research all the types. This thesis focus on commercial 
buildings; the main reason for choice of those types of buildings as a focus area of this study is 
that these types of structures have generally nature of containing social activities collectively and 
variety of spaces within the liminal space. In addition, presence of liminality in them is also 
mandatory, as it is a key- factor in the creation of specific character of these individual buildings. 
On top of that, Addis Ababa city is currently booming with the need and constructions of those 
commercial buildings.

Result of the study focuses on academic and practice inputs. These are a starting point for 
other research topics related to liminality. Studying liminal spaces to be quantified easily with 
reasonable standardized form. And to be recorded within regulation of the country helping 
enforced it appropriately. 
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1.6. Significance of the Study 

The research has a considerable benefit to architecture in both the academic and practice 
worlds of the profession. As liminality is a complex concept defined by visible elements and 
invisible characters of liminal spaces as well as occupants, it is related with different theories of 
architecture. This results in broadening the discipline of architecture in relation to academic 
concerns on this area. It open eyes of academicians towards this study area and drive variety 
research topics enhancing value of liminality and alter the practice through their findings and 
recommendations in addition to this paper. 

Practically architecture, which is concerned with the design of structures and human 
interaction, comes in to existence with its presence. Therefore, this study has variety of benefits 
for commercial buildings or public buildings in the practice world of the profession. Which are, 
the presence of thoughtful public voids, structures that are responsible for public`s different 
interactions (circulation and variety of activity spaces) and own character of a specific structure 
that gives an integration of art within it. This makes it to be active and preferable for the public to 
occupy. It is not for the buildings only, but all the stakeholders also gain benefit out of it 
depending on their relation to the building. Customers found a favorite building that has a space 
to be occupied individually as well as collectively that makes them to interact within freely and 
buy products easily. Tenants also sale their products in a satisfactory way due to presence of 
customers in the liminal spaces and, owner gain their invested money and get profit out of it in a 
short period of time. These all gives an inspiration for the architect to offer value for their 
profession and be owners of a strong concept that allows their design to be represented with 
human experience identity in relation to the liminal spaces. 

In general, the profession of architecture would have plenty of exemplary buildings with 
considerable high quality interior public spaces, which attract users to occupy them. As a result 
value of liminality by professionals and the public as a whole becomes considerable in the 
building level and also the urban area in a bigger scale, which makes them public friendly, 
because they own variety of exterior and indoor social spaces within their territory.



1.7. Relevance of the Study 

The value of liminal spaces in commercial buildings can be assured through variety of 
factors. Those factors are drive from this study titled as “Liminality Efficiency Factors”. 
Implementation of those factors is through their introduction in to a building during its conception 
or design stage, existence or construction up to use stage, and sustenance or maintenance and 
renewal stage. the sum of all this factors in continuous integration to each other with in the 
building`s life time results the existence of a valuable liminality with in liminal space. Liminality 
efficiency factors are believed to be enforced to the practice world by professionals. This is 
because they are always connected with the building from its conception up to its use stage 
engaged in designing it as well as supervising the owners and occupants on how to use it (even 
though the supervision during use of the building is not being practiced, thinking that the future is 
bright in accepting such mandatory actions). In this way, valuable liminality comes in to 
existance, which also addes value to architecture in general being a center of social gazering 
beyond owning the strcture and basic services.
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1.8. Limitation of the study

Accessibility of international cases was a limit to study model buildings from foreign 
countries. As the study requires a physical experience with a visit to sense every piece of the 
spatial essence, it was hard to select appropriate cases and discuss in detail. It is because of 
complexity of the study focus that makes it difficult to judge the concept of liminality from 
images. Nevertheless, in order to fill this gap, international buildings, no matter what function 
they have, with extraordinary solutions in this case area is studied. Those cases are office and 
museum buildings. This is because, they are acquired from website and commercial buildings 
could not be available with full information other than single images that does not help for this 
study to discuss on it.

The study area is not studied much before this paper. There are few conference and journal 
articles discussing in liminal spaces. And there are researches indirectly related to this study area. 
This is one obstacle that forces the researcher to form some of the literature review topics by his 
own. Through deep understanding of the indirect theories related to the concept of liminality and 
interpreted them towards the specific concept of this thesis.

Generally, the author has come up with different solutions to overcome all the Limitation 
faced, as are listed above and some others, from the start to the end of the study. Due to those 
challenges the researcher had some difficulties to access resources, but through continuous 
follow-ups and without giving up hope tried to fulfill at least the minimum requirement believed 
to fill the gap. Therefore, the above listed challenges are what have to be considered by the 
university, stakeholders (e.g. professionals) and even the society to cooperate for one working on 
academic study, so that the outputs can have a sound contribution to achieve objective of the 
study.
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2. Literature Review 



2.1. Liminality

From history, the first human kinds started living in this world through variety of 
discoveries resulted from understanding their environment and using the gifts of GOD as basic 
elements. Those discoveries become a means for upgrading social life into more qualified status.  
Using natural elements as cloth and shelter to protect themselves from harmful factors within their 
surroundings, is one basic discovery.  However, based on safety issues and defensive nature of 
these people interpreting this concept leads into more complex status, which involves walls and 
barriers; and started building around those living spaces to protect valuable things like the tribe, 
food and so on. These are the reasons for provision of many layers that protect the interior space 
from exterior treats. These are some of the initial concepts, why modern people are used to this 
level of privacy and are trying to avoid high transparency levels in their modern lifestyle by 
adding more and more covers to the skin such as shades and curtains, which separately defines the 
interior and exterior spaces.

 Both the inner (private) and outer (public) spaces represent dynamic categories, subject to 
change. From history of architecture, traditionally, or the presence of massive structures built out 
of solid opaque building materials, these spaces were separated through a single layered static 
façade that aimed to protect the interior and filter the different things penetrating towards it. This 
is an ending point of the two categories where the dynamic flows of one side`s nature are 
interrupted by transition to the other dynamic flow. Once this border is crossed, it hands over to a 
totally new situation, unlike the previous and before knowing what it is visually as well as 
physically.These are observed in the old buildings such as, pyramids of Egypt, temples of Greek 
and Cathedrals of Roman architectures, which are aimed to contain grand spaces representing 
their spiritual beliefs.  

Through his drawings and photographs Michael Graves seeks to reestablish the wall as an 
element that maintains a physical presence as well as a metaphorical one.  While in Rome, Graves 
began to question Modernism’s use of the glass plane to create a homogenous world, one in which  

“… It is when you have left the tried and true, but 
have not yet been able to replace it with anything 
else.  It is when you are between your old comfort 
zone and any possible new answer. If you are not 
trained in how to hold anxiety, how to live with 
ambiguity, how to entrust and wait, you will 
run…anything to flee this terrible cloud of 
unknowing.”  

Richard Rohr
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the outside and inside were visually merged.  He wrote, “The long culture of architecture that 
proceeded the modern movement described these two places as different but related.  One could 
frame the quite wonderful light coming into the bedroom, yet could also close that light out to 
obtain privacy.  Those differences, however, began to dissolve with the glass plane (Ambroziak 
249). Observing in the current architectural trend of commercial buildings, the grand spaces of old 
buildings, built for spritual purpose, are being replaced by smaller fragmented business spaces 
defined by transparent walls creating an existence of space with in space station. In order to 
control these fragmented space, an interior void that organizes all those spaces and at the same 
time, a center of natural light and ventilation for the sophisticated space introduction, are 
mandatory. Then to come up with this idea, the concept of Atrium comes in to existence. 

Being in the in-between space, one has already passed the exterior that contains infinite 
space for the society, and is aware of what is behind certainly. This is another space, unlike that 
left behind, another space defined for the public  within a limited space by elements of a building. 
This space is filled with the feeling of eagerness to know what is next. Observing and 
experiencing individual parts of this transitional space gives a more complex meaning to 
architecture. And this is called Liminality. 

The understanding of liminality has multiple contexts, ranging from the social and cultural 
to the spatial arrangement of buildings beyond the concept of atrium that represents only the void. 
The root word limen “is derived from the Latin word for ‘threshold,’ literally means ‘being on a 
threshold”(Bobby Alexander). In all contexts, liminal refers to an intermediate state or condition; 
an in-between condition in which the liminal entity has characteristics of what it is between, but 
at the same time is separate and distinct from them. In cultural context the liminal entity is a 
person while in architectural context it is the space itself. 

The liminal stage is one of pure possibility in which there is an ambiguity of clear 
definition. The American architect and urbanist Fred Koetter defines this in-between zone that is 
the liminal as “the realm of conscious and unconscious speculation and questioning – the ‘zone’ 
where things concrete and ideas are intermingled, taken apart and reassembled – where memory, 
values, and intentions collide.” It is a space which is essentially ambiguous and is, by definition, 

Exterior Exterior

Transitional/

Atrium/ Potential for Liminality

Interior Interior
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temporary; a transitional space or space between fixed constants. In Complexity and 
Contradiction in Architecture Robert Venturi addresses this as the ‘both-and’ condition in which a 
space has multiple readings; it is both one thing and at the same time another.

The in between nature of the space, gives it a potential to inherit characters of both defining 
elements. The exterior having the identity of deserving and controlled by the majority, and the 
interior with limited ownership by the individuals are the two extremes. Coming to the central 
part, it accommodates wider space for the public to interact, but in a limited number. And also it 
contains activities takeing place in lobbies provided for the occupants to enjoy these spaces with 
access of variety activity, which are owned by individuals.

Then this concept of liminality has a more complex meaning than being in between space. 
Within this layer of a building, between the exterior and the interior, two categories that cannot be 
separated from each other can be boldly marked. They are, of course, simply differentiated 
physically, but their existence with in this space creates a harmonious integration creating an 
active layer to the building. First, spatial environment of a building is static that owns variety of 
circulation spaces distributed horizontally as well as vertically with the feeling of movement. The 
second one is, the public with dynamic flow to occupy those static elements. This relationship 
created between them comprises variety of mysterious activities to take place in a blurred way. 
These mysterious activities result in many psychological influences to everyone who have the 
access towards them. Catherine Smith says, “I wondered if architects could encourage people to 
not only inhabit and occupy structure but to create their own spaces. The installation contained 
boxes that were appropriated by people to make social spaces for eating and chatting, as 
impromptu stages for dancing, and at the initiation of a performing stilt walker, as objects for 
destruction by gleeful children”. And this discourse lead him to the conclusion “In this sense, I 
want to extend architecture beyond Hill`s definition of a subject “occupying an object” to one of 
a subject “creating, occupying, and even destroying a space”. Hill hints at this by stating that, 
architecture may, paradoxically, be most suggestive when we do not know how to occupy it. . 
Perhaps, if users can do more than occupy architecture, but create their own spaces over time, we 
can develop possibilities for a praxis of liminality between people and space.”

Therefore, the resultant psychological influence is a reflection of interaction between these 
two parts of the intermediate space, which is called in a simplest form “LIMINALITY”. It can be 
discussed from many different dimensions. The relationship of our senses with the architectural 
elements, illegal users with architects, users with the perceptual understanding meaning of the 
whole environment setup, the impression that exists or created by users to impress the users 
themselves and so on. Those all are discovered through experiencing the spatial environment of 
liminal spaces. 

Liminality is a cultural and philosophical concept often used in contemporary 
discourse on art and spatial experience. Authors like Jonathan Hill and Gianni 
Vattimo also connect liminality and marginality in contemporary art practice to 
architecture. These authors define liminality as the conceptual, ephemeral 
relationships between people and spatial environments. (Smith, C., 2001(2))
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2.2. The need of liminality in buildings

Contemporary lifestyles are based on constant overlapping, and in that sense they represent 
a negation of clear boundaries and definitions. For instance, the way people dress, in which the 
fashion pushes extremely in order the closes to be simple and impressive through introduction of 
styles. From this the efforts made to maximize voids to expose parts of the body with the need to 
attract opposite sex, is one approach observed in trousers, T-shirts and so on. Coming to 
architecture, the interior spaces have the need to be part of the exterior spaces or pedestrian 
walkways or public spaces out there. And the same is true in the reverse where the exterior have 
also the need to join the interior part of a building.

Currently, smaller as well as larger scale commercial activities, housed in low rise or row 
house structures and high rise buildings respectively, in Addis Ababa and small cities in Ethiopia 
are with the need of blurring this boundary in between. Even though, they have no considerable 
common space in between the interior and exterior, they struggle to the maximum in order to 
create that in-between space by themselves. This happens by providing an intermediate functional 
activity which displays products of the individual`s shop in extension from the interior and 
allowing the public in exterior to experience what is inside from distance.   

Therefore, in-between space results from the dematerialization process of traditional façade 
into two transitional membranes, together with the space formed between them. In other words, 
wall is being replaced with a space; static boundary turns into dynamic category. Newly defined 
in-between space represents a spatial platform for functional expansion of private/inner space and 
semantic and aesthetic changes of public/outer space, as observed from the illegally furnished 
commercial spaces seen in the image above. So, here is where the interactive activities are 
injected into the architecture. These spaces are neither the interior functional spaces of the 
individuals nor the exterior space of the public, but another third space that blurs their connection. 
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This third space is the home for liminality in contemporary architecture. To clarify it with 
the current practical architectural practice of the world wide known firm, Zaha Hadid Architects, 
who gives emphasis in these area with convincing existing works, can be discussed as example. 
Their works with grand atriums, dynamic vertical circulation stairs invading those atriums and 
spaces for the public to occupy them with the aim of displayng the liminal space set up and being 
apperciated, are provided for the public to experience them and create different activities in the 
variety of spots defined within.

The firm do incorporate this space in almost all of their projects and simply call it Atrium. 
But not as that of traditional Atrium which is commonly used for purpose of daylight and 
ventilation systems control throughout the building. In this case it is expanded into a more 
complex concept of human experience in addition to the basics, by manipulating the spaces 
within, in different way to guide user’s activity. Without spatial playfulness, those buildings 
would remain in the formal composition only. In this case, the atrium concept is being developed 
into liminal space. A space that belongs to the public and controlled by their dynamic activities.

Atriums can be the heart of the building. Great atriums provide social gathering and 
interaction between people. Bright atriums extend the light to the buildings which 
brings more welcoming atmosphere to the users. 

 Patrick Schumacher 
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2.3. Environmental-behavior of liminal spaces 

The relationship between users and liminal spaces can be observed in different ways. As 
those spaces are provided for public to use them freely and have no any fee for occupying them 
except the follow up for security purpose, many activities can be displayed and experienced 
interactively. So, basic factors to be considered here are user’s historical background or culture 
towards those spaces, understanding of the existing spaces by users, critical observation towards 
them and their expectations from the future building designs in those spaces.

"The 'common sense' of the architect is not the common sense of the user, simply 
because the one has been subjected to a professional training and the other has not. 
Let us, therefore, mistrust the intuition of architects and try to find out where people's 
needs have been thwarted, by experimenting and theorizing. There is no intuitive 
shortcut to knowledge." 

Neils Prak

���������Ethiopian traditional market

“Environmental-behavior studies in architecture encompass more than just 
function. Function in architecture often refers to dimensional concerns like the 
height of blackboards or the placement of wall sockets so that the building can 
function as it was intended to, and to quantifiable concerns like circulation flows 
and proximities between activities so that people can move easily from one 
function they have to perform to another. But behavioral factors go deeper, to the 
psychology of the user, how he or she perceives building form, social interaction 
needs, subcultural differences in lifestyles, and the meaning and symbolism of 
buildings.”

(Snyder, C. & Catanese, A.J., (Eds.) (1979) p. 47)
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During the researcher`s visit to the local buildings found in different parts of Addis Ababa 
city to conduct questionnaires, the occupants had difficulty to criticize and give feedback to 
professionals. This is mainly associated with the culture of the public in relation to liminal spaces. 
The local culture of liminality can be taken as the activities happening in outdoor market area 
defined with vendors displaying their products in open air parcels.  Variety of these parcels 
composed in patterned manner creates beauty with chaos. This is the traditional commercial area 
where everyone is accustomed to in Ethiopia. 

The current trend of commercial service contained within buildings is not yet being used by 
everyone. It cannot be denied that it is providing a slowly evolving quality of life to the society, 
but is becoming somehow accessible to the rich people. The buildings are being covered with the 
gesture of high class accessibility. This is mainly due to income focused concerns of the bodies 
who invest for their existence. However, the very fact can be reversed with an approach  that allow 
more people to access with the provision of spaces for liminality, which may even give them more 
than what they expect from the previous one. So, what they miss is the sense of public space. And 
this let many users to be afraid of occupying it. As a result the buildings become abandoned 
spaces considered as sculpture only defining space in the urban area.   

Looking at some buildings of Addis Ababa, especially in Merkator, the tenants try to solve 
problem related related with conception and existance of liminal spaces through practical 
experiment. They try to understand interaction of the public within buildings. and look for an idea 
to navigate user in the interior space more through provision of additional movable elements to 
the space, other than designer`s static elements. They are furnishing their products like that of 
stair, within lobbies or corridors, in a way that they believe is right to attract users. Taking 
advantage of their dynamic character, they try to experiment on new ways of displaying items, on 
daily bases to create pleasant visual attraction.

When exploring the issues of liminality, I find myself again and again returning to the 
tactics and techniques of praxis. Architects Paul Lewis, Marc Tsurumaki and David 
Lewis describe tactics as the modes of creative opportunity that operate within the 
gaps and slips of conventional thought and the patterns of everyday life.  Installation 
art denotes a place of slippage for architectural practice, revealing ways of looking 
at space and user experience as a form of art in itself . What tactics do we use to find 
our way into this architectural practice of liminality? (Smith,C., 2001(1)) 
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2.4. Space for liminality     

Of course, to integrate liminality into Architecture needs a sacrifice in the basic program of 
a building. Limiting access of the public collectively through provision of access paths towards 
the configured spaces only, definitely rewards a lot of accessible rooms within a building. Some 
owners believe that this way is best for them, especially those with a small plot size, to earn back 
what they have invested in a short period of time and be beneficial out of it after all. But, in reality, 
what can be observed in such buildings is the difficulty to notice even their existence. They are 
mostly not recognizable and left with empty rooms waiting for rent. This ideology seams 
unsatisfactory as expected. Because it does not allow occupancy of user`s experience with in it.

Architects try to define architecture in many different ways to express that it requires more 
than what is considered enough by the mass, which is a building that contains the basic functional 
spaces required to serve and with attractive visual aesthetics for the users. This is where the 
miscommunication is conceived and even become to influence architects for themselves. 

Vernacular buildings, which were designed by untrained ordinary people within times of 
limited reference generation are now being replaced by trained professionals who have access to 
recorded historys, different theories, experimented works on paper and practical physical objects 
as inspiration. From this what kind of change do we expect? Or is it really appropriate to keep 
doing again and again the past?   

 Elements of a building define the interior space to serve for a specific program a building 

is expected to contain. In addition, they create a unified single composition which represents 

theform of a building, contributing a certain character for the urban area. Those are the basics  

… the objective is going to be there, you will  as an architect got the budget,  the 
client, the program, the area and the multi growth ratio. So, how are you going to get 
the subjective?

Steven Holl

The most likely origins of architecture are found in the creation of space to satisfy 
primitive human needs, a source of shelter, comfort, security and enclosure in a 
transient, harsh and unpredictable world. Although most architecture seeks to 
fulfill these simple requirements, it is found that sacred architecture provides 
evidence of architectural intention beyond these, through its contribution to 
collective, community and the individual. 

(Hetherington, K., 2012)
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in which architecture starts to exist with a stage one can totally dare to say it a building, simply 

that can be represent as body of the building. But, in order to create a situation where architecture 

comes into full existence, it needs to address more concerns; which can be said as spirit of the 

architecture. As it appears for the public to occupy it, there must be a unique identity which makes 

users to prefer it from others. Then based on this, the next step is, “how can it appear with the so 

called building?” to come up with full presence of architecture.

Architecture is beyond the expression of its parts. Other than defining only its elements as 

complete architecture there is a belief which says, “Architecture is greater than the sum of its 

parts” that can surprise users with a meaningful impression of wholeness.  One potential for this 

impression is liminality, which makes use of elements of architecture and involvement of 

occupants that are responsible for social interaction resulting in complex activities reflecting 

wonder towards mind of users themselves. So, in order to inject this essence of architecture within 

a building, there must be a dedicated space in addition to the basic program, the liminal space.

Existence of architecture depends on playful integration of liminal space within the basic 
functional spaces. The rooms of a building are created for a specific use and owned by 
individuals. When there is excessive space against the main purpose of the building, it is 
considered a waste. In this case, it would be better if the extra space is part of the individual spaces 
or removed towards the exterior urban space, which could save extra cost for excess material 
provision. But, whenever these spaces are integrated in artistic way (creating wonder, a place for 
activities of the user and so on) to be occupied by users it is no more a waste. It would rather 
introduce spirit of architecture into the building by introducing dramatic movements of the public, 
inspiring the occpants to be interactive with in. 

Architecture is an epitome of installation art with assemblage of constituent elements which 
create the spatial narratives. Moreover, in architectural installations the perceiver is always an 
integral aspect of space and therefore cannot escape the emotions and interactivity of the space. 
Therefore, liminality claim a wider space to be a home for users to experience architecture with 
the potential of art oriented composition of elements. This enables users to experience and 
wonder.
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2.5. Space for public 

When the concept of public space is raised, the image that appear in someone`s mind is the 
outdoor places, such as squares and social gathering open air spaces. They directly are related to 
activities created by group of people. These places are owned by everyone and have the gesture 
of reflecting their identity as a collective. They are also flexible to use for different purposes 
independently by their own setup or with additional temporary structures.  Beyond the interaction 
of individuals these spaces are observed to serve national, religious and entertainment activities in 
a bigger scale.

Attributes of public spaces are also available in buildings at smaller scale. It is the lobbies, 
corridors, stairs, ramps, escalators, elevators, atriums and lobby activities that determine the 
liminality expression. Their existence only, creates noting better than the feeling of sculpture. 
When the public start to occupy them, all the elements altogether come up with a lively 
environment as a result of engaging with different movements and group activities. This situation 
becomes most important part of the space within a building, for users to know other users and the 
building itself as well, before they get their main purpose from the commercial spaces. “In the 
discussion of these urban-scale shopping centers, public spaces are a part of city architecture. 
Lynch (1960) states that five elements shape a city, namely, its nodes (activity centers), edges 
(boundaries), paths (tracks), districts, and landmarks. We can see that shopping centers have 
limitations in scale and in the existence of districts; however, they have edges or geographically 
specific land markers. These markers provide access to city circulation pathways, which may 
function as nodes (centers of activity) that are connected with other nodes, to reach the city; the 
architecture of these markers is likely to become a city landmark.”(Astrid Kusumowidagdo, Agus 
Sachari, Pribadi Widodo)

����������Meskel Square, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Architecture is a far larger category than the work of architects, who are just one 
group of producers among many.  

In urban settings, it is the composition of the buildings, the squares, the alleyways, 
and the relationship between density and openness that determine a place’s 
expression. Spaces are formed with different identities, inviting people to linger or 
merely functioning as transit areas.  

(Hill, J., 1998b, p. 5)

(Holzer, B.,1993)
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On a smaller scale, urban elements are embodied in the interior elements of shopping 
centers (commercial buildings) and provide the illusion of a city, so shopping centers eventually 
serve as an alternative to city centers (Birol, 2005, as cited in Kocaili, 2010). Birol recommends 
adapting the elements of a city, which are discussed in the theory of Lynch (1992), into the interior 
of a shopping center (Weisman, 1981; Passini, 1984, as cited in Kocaili, 2010). However, the idea 
of Birol cannot be directly or universally implemented in shopping centers even if public spaces, 
such as shopping centers, serve a similar function as public city spaces. Public spaces in shopping 
centers function as a direct economic commodity; they are based on ownership of private property 
and the difference in scale between urban and architectural development. The quality of urban 
elements cannot be directly compared. (Astrid Kusumowidagdo, Agus Sachari, Pribadi Widodo)

For instance, most of these indoor public spaces within buildings at Addis Ababa city, are 
considered as private spaces which have nearly no public essence. They are designed according 
to the individual owner`s business need only, and are controlled by guards for a security purpose 
(which makes it more limited for public access) by putting modern security machines in the front 
entrance blocking it like a door. This limits users to do not interact in these space freely and gives 
a sign of warning saying that these places are not their own. In this way, let alone the users to 
experience and explore them, users are threatened even to access for basic services of the 
building. 

Private management during the planning process conceptualizes atrium design as a part of 
the entire architectural framework of a shopping center to actualize legibility (Gardestat, 1989). 
An atrium is considered a place, and a place is a combination of physical and social environments 
(Shamai, 1991;Najafi and Mina, 2011). Therefore, atriums as a place do not only have 
mathematical dimensions that can be measured and standardized, but they also reflect a special 
atmosphere formed from their physical environment, interior design, and social environment, 
which altogether create an experience. Being in an atrium provides experience to the senses and 
serves as a stimulus for an integrated experience (Sell et al., 1984). The shopping environment can 
provide a sensation to visitors because the role of the conditioned shopping 

Maybe with the sole exception of railway stations, public space is generally 
understood as outdoor space. Whether in the United States or in Europe, 
especially now with heightened concerns around security, there seems to be this 
determined way of privatizing everything that is indoors, even as we are 
increasingly aiming to improve access to public space outdoors. But in the 
layered systems of our cities of the future, we will need to focus on the public 
spaces that are found inside buildings—and make them accessible. 

(Thorsen, T., 2016)
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 environment is to enable visitor interaction, create spatial identification in their minds, and add 
value to shopping activities (Baker, 1986; D'Astous, 2000; Ahmad, 2012; Kusumowidagdo et al., 
2013a, 2013b). The conditioning factors should be well planned to create a relationship between 
visitors. (Astrid Kusumowidagdo, Agus Sachari, Pribadi Widodo)

Therefore, if there is no consideration of identity for the public, even if it is capable of 
accommodating a certain amount of people depending on the space`s capacity, it is obvious that 
they end up as abandoned spaces. This may not be visible (the concern is are they efficient enough 
to entertain public`s activity) as they are not going to be ignored totally, because if there is a door 
it is must that there will be someone who will access the buildings. But, the question is how 
effective are they to serve people, and how much of them will be persuaded to come back some 
other time. Of course, if there is no other option they will be back, but looking at the future of the 
city, where few buildings are starting to solve this problem, it might be inevitable to avoid these 
buildings. 

With the presence of many varieties of buildings in Addis Ababa city, now adays, people are 
becoming selective and being aware of the architectural quality each has. It is normal to hear 
people gathered for entertainment or discussion saying “where shall we go?”. This question is 
looking an answer for where are we welcomed? in which building shall we experience (entertain 
our selves)? and leads them to look for the best one on their memory by revisiting them with 
images saved on their mind from their past experience. These are certainly going to be judged by 
all the sensory parts of someone who have already experienced the different activities from 
different positions, depending on their potential. Therefore, well designed interior public spaces 
have more opportunity to be captured and used by the public. Especially, if designed with rich 
elements that accommodate activities, make them to be perceived as society oriented architecture 
and have a certain identity that can be imagined easily with the help of sensory organs of a person.
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2.6. Experiencing with all senses  

As Vito Acconci has quoted, the space alone is nothing unless the users have taken their 
time and occupied it. That is this occupancy which makes the architecture complete. Public spaces 
with in buildings are mostly wider in their size and require people and activities to meet their 
intended prospect. In this the designer has a remarkable responsibility in contributing for this 
situation to happen. Which means the elements of architecture within the space must be mature 
enough to guide the user’s interaction. In addition, the users have a great role in activating this 
space with their movements, positioning themselves somewhere within it and interacting with 
each other in groups responding to the architecture. 

The different relationships in these spaces can be captured in photographs, films or 
paintings, but they cannot be freezed there, within architecture, and very hard to see them again 
today as that of yesterday. The experience of empty spaces by itself creates a variety of scenarios 
that can be considered as a work of art, in which these work of art elevate the quality of 
architecture motivating participants to be part of it as well as sculpting their mind with the 
unforgettable memory of this vanishing activities and the spatial configuration.

Liminal spaces has the potential of providing a space for users to stand, seat or interact  with 
in, other than the basic service of connecting both sides. This could be approached individually or 
collectively. It creates a feeling of audience and stage hierarchy, with in. They are not organized 
in a distinct manner, but a person within is the audience in wherever location positioned at and the 
other elements of liminal space, building parts, people, and activities, are the stage. Here the 
audience or each individual user who occupy the liminal space use all their sensory parts to 
understand different qualities of the space. During their stay in this space the visual, olfactory, 
tactile and acoustics quality of all elements together contribute to the artistic nature of the 
architecture.

Architecture is not about space but about time. 

Vito Acconci

Architecture is experienced in a state of distraction but not a state of 
unawareness. It is a particular type of awareness that enables a person to 
perform, at the same time, a series of complex activities that move in and out of 
focus from a conscious to an unconscious level […..] Architecture is experienced 
collectively and individually, each facet of a person reacting to a building and 
other people in distinct and maybe conflicting ways. 

Few spaces are designed exclusively for interaction [….] In most of the settings 
we might imagine, people move around, and in many cases different relationships 
might well exist between various people within the same space.  

(Hill, J., 1998b, p. 5)

(Lawson, B., 2001, p. 120)
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Art is always new. The interesting thing about art is, when one look at it repeatedly it 
reveals the different meanings within it. The art within architecture also enable users to explore 
and experience it in their own approach more, which results different activities to be 
accommodated in the same physical space. Those different activities must finally create the sense 
of art like that of a paint of an artist which needs a well-studied concern of focus on spatial set up 
from the architect. And the user flow within that spatial set up should be considered.

Designer`s understanding and fusing art in their architectural works has a considerable 
influence on the users` experience. The spaces should not be bounded by the vertical elements of 
the building defining the basic functional rooms and the horizontal elements segregating it as the 
lower and upper floors only. It would rather be rich in elements that can be sensed via its visual, 
ttectile, acoustic and olfactory nature during experiencing them. For Ingarden (1962), 
architectural experience entails not only our cognitive grasp of the built structure’s physicality but 
as well our grasp of its designation as a specifically architectural object rather than, say, as an 
arrangement of bricks that happens to have the structure of a house.

Senses create a detailed character of a certain place on someone`s memory. Starting from 
its location in the urban space, how we access into it, elements creating that place, property of 
each element (rough or smooth, massive or soft, big or small, bright or dark, good/bad odor or 
odorless, elevated or depressed, noisy or silent, etc.), individual element`s effect on the totality 
and directing users where to be guided by the design and where to create their own guidance for 
interaction.

Users are sensitive to their environment visually. It is the eye that activates the other senses, 
for instance, if we look at a dead body of an animal from a distance olfactory nerves are informed 
that there will be a bad smell if we get closer, but if we change our direction our nose will never 

Both Hill and Mitchell believe architects could supplant concerns for building 
objects with user experience by drawing from contemporary art practices that 
give priority to audience experience. The diverse practices of installation art 
make audience experience a central concern of the artwork.  

In no way can we exist in separation from the space – usually designed or shaped 
in some way – that surrounds us. Every day each of us moves through a 
continuum of exceedingly diverse spaces of varying types and sizes. We perceive 
the expansiveness of a landscape, for example, by moving through it. An architect 
can change the point of view or pull something into focus by creating a lookout, 
a focal point, or a certain route to be followed.   

[… ] our visual sensations largely dominate our perceptions, since over 
two-thirds of the nerve fibres that enter our central nervous system are from the 
eyes. Because of this we have come to live in a very visually dominated culture, 
and it is easy to forget that space is also perceived through the sensations of 
sound, smell and even touch.   

(Smith, C., 2001(2))

(Holzer, B.,1993)

(Lawson, B., 2001, p. 67)
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practice it. The same is true in spatial environment experience, whenever the users look at a place 
that has nothing to sense they will leave it empty as it was, and if it is optimist to entertain their 
senses it is must that they will experience and explore it using all their senses. 

Focusing on public can make both the client and the professionals achieve their goal. Of 
course, interest of most owners is always to have a building that has a lot of rooms which they can 
make satisfactory business. So, for them the quantity of functional space is what is prioritized than 
the quality of sensory public space and they don’t give attention to this space. But, looking at the 
practical experience of buildings, these interior public voids are the fundamental features of 
buildings to be sensed even more than the main programs by the occupants. Thes, the architect has 
to create balance and make the users to feel comfortable sensing the building as whole.  

Therefore, architects are expected to initiate all the senses and create a situation where their 
buildings are positively interactive with their users. The basic thing that they have to acquire is 
knowing representative  needs of the public. And as part of the society who will occupy the 
building, they have to also put themselves in the user’s position and sense with all their sensors 
from different directions because -

… it is clear that built spaces generate substantial, individually perceived 
sensory impressions in all human beings.    

The spaces we inhabit influence how we act and how we feel. Architects and 
urban planners create the constructed worlds that people consciously or 
unconsciously accept, the places where they spend and enjoy their time. But in 
just the same way, spaces can emerge that are uninviting, that generate 
discontent, and that are ultimately shunned. Regardless of the formal design 
language employed, the quality of a space is determined above all by the users’ 
intuitive acceptance of it. Working in a discipline that exercises an influence like 
almost no other on people’s daily lives, architects are faced with the constant 
challenge of reading and interpreting a particular space’s potential impact, using 
all their senses and looking at it from many different perspectives, and then 
enhancing its positive qualities.      

To the extent that you do indeed see architecture, it is still not a purely visual 
experience. You look at something and you interpret it. You make associations, 
find memories evoked, gain a greater or lesser sense of the physical efforts and 
skill that went into making a structure. You have an impression of things such as 
the weight and softness of materials, which may or may not match their actual 
qualities. The effect of light is not only to reveal, but to create illusions and 
change perceptions of mass and touch. Architecture doesn't work with one sense 
alone, but with synaesthetic hybrids.      

(Holzer, B.,1993)

(Holzer, B.,1993)

(Moore, R., 2014)
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2.7. The Integrity of Architects and Users appropriation 

Mostly, the relationship between the architect and user is perceived wrongly. The architect 
is considered as a creator of the building which contains his abstractions that governs the user’s 
experience. That means designers do not need to study the interest of the user, they would rather 
create the whole complex building based on design brief by the client. On the other hand, users 
are understood as the once who walks through the paths and use the functional spaces created by 
the architect. Their invisible contributions in the design stage as well as during use are denied.   

It is obvious that professionals has the position of guiding user within a building by 
allowing them to create their own situation. They do so much more than just putting a few meeting 
rooms and a lobby on a blue piece of paper. They create an idea that the building will embody 
before drawing their first line. They consider the building’s interaction with the environment, the 
views it will have, the angle of the sun, and the flow of traffic through common areas. They think 
of the moments people will share within the building’s walls, and how the space will play its part 
in these moments’ creation, all by putting themselves in shoes of each of the occupants.

Now, the question is where. Where are the users engaged in producing architecture? Of 
course, they can rearrange the spaces in their rooms, the position of their furniture, color of the 
room, communication with the outside view, artificial and daylight control etc. But this is in a 
smaller scale which can please individuals. What about in the influence of the collective? Here the 
professional architect must provide a wider place where these illegal architects can contribute for 
the building to be complete; and this is what we call a public space within buildings that must be 
filled by both the occupant`s identity.

There are two occupations of architecture: the activities of the architect and the 
actions of the user. The architect and user both produce architecture, the former 
by design, and the latter by use. As architecture is experienced, it is made by the 
user as much as the architect. Neither are the two terms mutually exclusive. They 
exist within each other. Just as the architect is also a user, the user can be an 
illegal architect.       

Regardless of the particular architectural language, successful, vital architecture 
is distinguished by its ability to gain the acceptance of the people who interact 
with it. It is, after all, people who occupy the spaces, who experience their 
atmosphere, and who are drawn to and fascinated by them. Simply emphasizing 
and elucidating spatial qualities and potentials is often enough to enable the 
architect to design future-oriented urban spaces for the community that the 
people can truly experience and identify with.        

(Hill, J., 1998b, p. 5)

(Holzer, B.,1993)
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If buildings cannot welcome the public within their liminal space definition, its existence is 
meaningless for the user. Of course, it is not deniable that the architect`s contribution is 
remarkable to produce spaces for public, but they should be sculapted based on user interaction. 
An occupant in order to experience, sense, it there must be a space that attract them to be part of 
it. An empty public place cannot be effective in serving the users which will require them to 
perform in the scale of value given to them by architects. That will be beyond their capacity and 
they will be forced to leave it alone, as they get bored of the same activity repeated in 
non-responsive void.

Therefore, architects have the responsibility to project different scenarios in these spaces 
and users can contribute their part as their capacity allows satisfying scope of all the stakeholders. 
Moreover, studying interest and identity of the mass should be kept in order to result meaning full 
activities that are responsive to the context. Then the liminal spaces to be there in the building and 
serve the occupants effectively, the strong connection of both occupants (architects and users) is 
must.

In this interaction between built spaces and human beings, we architects have a 
role something like that of a movie director. This role involves reading and 
recognizing spatial potential, on the one hand, and understanding societal needs 
on the other. The design language adapts from situation to situation in 
accordance with these factors. We constantly construct our perspectives anew, 
and observe, listen to and sense the space from a range of different angles. As a 
discipline, architecture harbors the potential to endow ephemeral things with 
concrete form.        (Holzer, B.,1993)
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2.8. Discussion 

In this theoretical clarification, the meaning of liminality is discussed in different ways of 
thinking from various theoreticians. Its nature (being in-between), elements (the liminal space and 
public), use in buildings as well as in the architectural world in general are discussed. This 
concept of liminality has a more complex meaning than being in between space. Complex 
relationship among its elements are the once which create an interesting intention to appear within 
architecture. They are not visible, but blurred in it being as work of art. Its existence with 
buildings is mandatory in order architecture itself to be successful through occupancy of public. 
So, architects have a lot of concern that have to be considered during design stage. These are, as 
already discussed in this chapter, being aware of the six core points to be effectively responsive in 
buildings. If they are injected to it all integrated together in an integrated way, as none of them 
alone works towards the strong concept liminality, they are choices of the public without any 
doubt. In order for this to happen - 

First and for most, there must be a space for liminality dedicated for the public to inhabit 
within a structure collectively, as public is attracted towards a building through the amount of 
people participating in it. In addition, this liminal space must be mature enough to entertain the 
attracted people. Which force it to be like a museum. That also has a need to be filled by art, 
elements of the building and variety spaces for human beings, composed by an architect to 
provide a comfortable environment within a building for the occupants. And In response, the 
illegal architects has to visit and experience those works of the architect. This results a deep 
sensorial experience of the occupants to communicate with each of the activities of architects` as 
well as users` works, showing both actors` integrity is mandatory. Then this activity to stay 
effective with the structure, there must be identity of the society as well as the building itself 
sculpted well in liminal space, leading to the concepts of environmental behavior and design`s 
brand representation concerns.

Therefore, commercial buildings shall have the essence of architecture, containing rich 
elements of building composed in an artistic way. Those elements remains to be static, contained 
within the defining form. During use they are occupied by dynamic parts of liminality, named as 
human interaction. Who will fill those static liminal spaces, sense their elements in detail with 
their all sensors to capture unique identity of the specific structure and attract more and more users 
towards them. This is what the main aim of all stakeholders with in those commercial buildings. 
Starting from the Professionals, Owners, Tenants, and Users.   

Finally, the commercial spaces become lucky to be accessed by considerable number of 
people that results a satisfactory business exchange for both tenants and users. This also gives an 
inspirational supporter for owner`s and professional`s investment on their presence. Beyond this, 
looking at it in a broader sense, buildings with such concerns have a great role to play within the 
urban scale. They are a center of public space in addition to the outdoor places with in a city.
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3.1. General Methodology

The research methodology for this study is qualitative with primary approach of literature 
review and contextual studies. The literature review bases on theory of selected concepts that are 
meaningful in relation to the liminal spaces, as core points to objective of the research. This part 
of the study is based on some indirectly related articles, such as architectural discourses published 
in  journals, critical literatures of academic professionals from conference discussions, and 
quotations from influential professionals, concepts with strong potential to answer the research 
question observed by the researcher. 

The case studies from the local context as well as international buildings, data collection 
through questionnaire from variety of stakeholders and the researcher`s observation are basic 
sources of data. As the context is currently becoming a center of commercial activities within 
buildings having different scale of public activities within them variety inputs are found from 
different buildings. Therefore, the study held on those spaces, questioning the public occupying 
them and researcher’s observation, is believed to have valuable input to answer the research 
questions.  
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3.2.1. Case studies 

Buildings within the city of Addis Ababa, believed as potential of study`s focus area 
(having both strong and weak influences) are listed in the first place. This is in order to cover all 
existing types of those in-between spaces resulting multidimensional awareness of the study. 
They are categorized groups of two. The old commercial buildings (1), build with an aim of 
housing the traditional open market system into an interior space of a lower storey building. The 
second one comprises buildings with liminal spaces that are meant to serve for the current 
commercial trend (2), which takes place in buildings with multi-storeys. The latter is also further 
grouped into two, considering the degree of value given to the concept of liminal spaces during 
design process of the building. These are as transitional space (A) and transitional space + 
additional meaning (B) representing to identity of the building through public experience. In 
addition to these considerations, the cases are mixed from the two extremes locations of Addis 
Ababa city commercial centers, which are Merkato and other parts of the city. Therefore, the case 
studies are fundamentally organized in these three groups altogether.

3.2.2. Questionnaires

This research sought to answer a number of questions related with the central theme, which 
triggers exploration into the extent of the power of architectural qualities on human experience. 
Questioning the `conception`, `existence` and `sustenance` of liminality in commercial buildings 
are the core points. The first one `conception` is totally dominated by the intention of architects 
with the understanding of clients, users and contextual identity. Its `existence` requires elements 
of the architecture which are willing to attract and accommodate actions of users in which the 
occupants play their part to create many different situations through sensing the spatial setup and 

3.2. Data Collection
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to each other’s activity. And finally, in order to `sustain` it, integrity of both the architectural 
works defining the spatial environment and public`s action with rich activities that are capable of 
entertaining variety of circumstances which can be captured in their mind must exist. Therefore, 
architect`s intention in giving value to liminal spaces, richness of architectural spaces in activity 
and users interaction in them are the research focus. 

Questionnaires are distributed to all stakeholders related to the research title who are Users, 
Tenants, Owners and Professionals (Architects) of commercial buildings. The questions are 
prepared for each of these stakeholders distinctly based on their relation towards liminal spaces of 
buildings (Questionnaires are attached in the annex). They contain four parts which are, personal 
information, general questions of liminality in the case area, open questions prepared to the 
four stakeholders listed in the above separately, and evaluating concepts of efficiency of 
liminality derived from literature review to be approved. The first three parts are present in all the 
stakeholders, but the last one is for professionals only as its content focuses in design profession 
concern only.

Architects

What are the elements forming liminal 
spaces? 

What considerations should be taken 
during design, to sustain e�ciency of 
liminal spaces? 

What considerations should be taken 
during use, to sustain e�ciency of liminal 
spaces? 

How can the e�ciency of liminal spaces 
with in buildings be measured? 

How can the e�ciency of liminal spaces 
with in buildings be measured? 

What are the bene�ts of e�cient liminal 
spaces in relation to the basic programs of 
a building?  

Is liminality mandatory in buildings?

Are liminal spaces mandatory in public 
buildings?

Are liminal spaces mandatory from 
business point of view?

Are liminal spaces mandatory from 
business point of view?

Wasting space with in building for liminality 
(based on user`s interaction) Vs using space 
with in building e�ectivelly (based on 
rentable rooms)?

What factors assure existance of e�cient 
liminal spaces?

What bene�ts does the existance of 
e�cient liminal spaces have to a building as 
a whole?

How can existance of e�cient liminal space 
with in a building be  evaluated?

How does the existance of e�cient liminal 
spaces in�uence buisness exchange in 
buildings?

What considerations should be taken duing 
design for e�ciency of liminal spaces?

How should liminal spaces be organized in 
relation to individual(commercial) rooms?

What are the expectations of occupants 
from formation of liminal spaces ?

How can users contribute their role in 
making liminal sapces e�cient?

What is the bene�t of its existance to users?

What possible actions can be desplayed?

What possible activities can be desplayed?
What and How does activities sustain 
liminality?

What are the factors responsible to sustain 
e�ciency of liminality?

How do users sustain liminality?

How should  prodacts be desplayed to  
sustain liminality?

How can liminal spaces sustain e�ciently?

Can liminal spaces be part of design driving 
ideas?

What potentials does liminal spaces have in 
design?

How does liminal spaces in�uence the 
relationship between buildings and users ?

1. Conception
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The first part is aimed to know the evaluator’s basic information. In what way are they 
related to the commercial buildings? How frequent do individuals visit these buildings? 

And the second part is concerned at general questions clarifying efficiency of liminality 
with in buildings in relation to context of the research. Which are believed to disclose the need of 
liminal spaces, how should it be integrated and evaluation of current level of efficiency in 
buildings of Addis Ababa city.

  The third part is an open ended question which allows individuals to express their ideas 
freely. It try to analyze the relation between users, tenants, owners and professionals with liminal 
spaces of buildings. What activities are possible to be entertained in this space and how can it be 
sustained throughout the life time of buildings. With this concern, it also questions how these 
spaces can be efficient in response to public interaction.

Final part which is dedicated for professionals contains different concepts related to liminal 
spaces efficiency derived from literature review. And the need to include them here is to 
understand those points in the Ethiopian local context witnessed by the professionals themselves.

Therefore, in general the questionnaires are prepared based on conception, existence and 
sustenance of efficient liminal spaces with in buildings. Conception of liminal spaces within 
buildings are initiated from the beginning of the design process at conceptual level. It continues 
to develop through the succeeding design process stages with integration to the private spaces as 
well as public interaction throughout interior space of the building. During these processes its 
existence becomes real through variety of elements defining it. Richness of these liminal spaces 
with the potential to house variety of public interaction with in them becomes the base for 
sustaining those spaces efficiently. So, based on these reality the stakeholders are given the 
opportunity to share their experience and observation on those spaces. The following are in 
general what the different groups reflected.

3.2.2.1. Users

Data is collected from forty persons randomly, who were found within the buildings 
selected as case study for this research. Five users from each of the eight buildings have 
participated so as to gain different perspectives on liminal space under consideration. This data 
was expected to be conducted by distributing prepared questionnaire papers, but complexity in 
theory of the research`s focus made it difficult for users to give response properly. This results to 
proceed with interview that allows a discussion with more opportunity of clarifying the theory 
practically. This made gain a precise response from the participants.  
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Related to the current trend of commercial services in Addis Ababa, almost every user have 
the access to commercial buildings everywhere. Commercial services are being served in 
buildings which replaced to the traditional way of market or open market system used to serve in 
the whole country. With this opportunity all the users from whom the questionnaires are collected 
were frequent users of commercial buildings in different parts of the city.  Of course, all of them 
have different professions` background but have almost the same attitude towards architecture or 
design of buildings, because they thinking that they are only capable of guided by the designers 
work without any interference or criticizing it. 

Most of building users have difficulty on criticizing professionals` work.  This is observed 
in the whole country as missing but basic knowledge for individuals. Unless a person is an 
architect or related with the profession, it is hard for most part of the public to read plans and give 
feedback on it through detail understanding of the provided space. This can simply be proved in 
the buildings with dedicated fire exit circulation routs in response to the Ethiopian building 
regulation. Almost all of these buildings in the country have no signage for fire-exit displayed for 
users, except those buildings used by foreigners frequently. This is one of the basic information 
the society have to be aware of, along with primary services of buildings.   

On the other hand, foreigners, especially from those developed countries, with profession 
out of architecture are seen with a full potential of understanding and criticizing buildings on 
drawing as well as three dimensional form, beyond the basics (such as warning signboards). This 
shows that educational curriculum of the country in the lower grades has a knowledge gap. This 
can be considered as a potential research area to be studied in this profession for the future. 

Based on these understanding, the questions were delivered for individual users approached 
in a simplified manner. This is conducted with the help of practical illustration, from elements of 
the building occupied during data collection. The approach is found to be better way to earn 
genuine information from individuals, all being aware of what the objective of the research is. 
Even though it happened to be time consuming, most of the individuals were found to be 
cooperative. 

All the participants have a stand that liminal spaces are mandatory not only in commercial 
buildings, but also at all public buildings in general as these spaces are already available in all 
public buildings. But they somehow question efficiency of those spaces to entertain public 
interaction in association with the original design (physical definition of space with the permanent 
walls) to actual configuration (temporary structures and services added during use) of space. They 
do believe that these spaces are responsive only to their basic purpose which is circulation. 

Almost all of them have the same response towards the relation of liminal spaces with 
program of a building. They group them in to three, as of shops, offices and entertainment. Office 
are believed to be located somehow separately from the liminal spaces of the building to avoid
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disturbance and active user`s circulation around. They give the existing condition of all 
commercial buildings in the city as evidence, which are zoned at the top part with limited public 
access. Shops need to be integrated with those spaces partially. Having a room as a store and 
displaying selected products in close relationship to the liminal spaces. And the third one such as, 
coffee` houses, cafés and restaurants are needed to be blurred with elements of liminal spaces 
having the potential to attract and engage in activities to the occupants themselves.

Efficiency of liminal spaces on selected commercial buildings of Addis Ababa are 
evaluated to be, 10% Poor, 10% Fair and 80% Good. 

Users` expectation from these spaces is to get together the public, serve the interest of 
individuals and tempt them to stay there further. If the buildings have a remarkable emphasis on 
these spaces, users are certain that the society will have the interest to occupy them. And this 
certainly leads to create a collective activity which makes the building a center for users to 
introduce themselves with new faces. As a result occupants spend longer time than they expected. 
In addition to the listed factors, the lobbies, corridors and vertical circulations must have 
appropriate size, in consideration to the amount of people it serves. 

Liminal spaces are believed to display a lot of activities within its parts. Those can be 
grouped into controlled and uncontrolled. The controlled one, are the activities appearing in a 
furnished way. They have a defined space and configured through physically tangible furniture 
that are permanent in their location. Such as, lobby shops, cafés and restaurants. The second group 
are the movable activities presented by the collected occupants and tenants products that are 
flexible. These uncontrolled activities are visually set in order guided by paths, lobbies and 
vertical circulations. From existence of both activities in liminal spaces, users think that they have 
the advantage to explore potential of the building. That allows them to get what are within the 
building easily and capture varieties of activities as identity which can be saved as a favorite list 
of commercial liminal spaces for individuals.   

Poor

50 %

0 %

100 %

Fair Good Excellent
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Once these liminal spaces exist within the interior of a building to entertain activities of the 
occupants, users believe that their role is to sustain liminality through repetitive use. In order to 
use it in such a way, they warned, those spaces must have variety of activities and be welcoming 
to them. In this way, they clarify that the only way to sustain efficient liminal spaces is to create a 
liminal space based on public interaction with detailed configuration of space, guiding individual 
users to the different levels of the building. 

Evaluation of efficiency in liminal spaces, by far is, believed to relate with the rate of 
satisfaction within users during their stay. This satisfaction is a summation of building`s quality 
in both the liminal and business spaces integration, amount of focus given to liminal spaces, their 
capacity to serve the public and ease of accessibility to every space. These points are raised by 
participants of the questionnaire as opportunity. In some buildings and solutions to drawbacks in 
others to the concept of efficient liminal spaces. 

Therefore, from user`s point of view, `conception` totally falls on designer`s concern. What 
matters here is reading the needs of occupants, nature of the program to be housed and nature of 
the site. Existence of these spaces also depends partially (provision of structures with a space for 
occupants) on the professional and partially on users (creating activities using the provided 
spaces). As the elements of the liminal spaces have to be allocated by the architect, the users have 
also to occupy it in order to come up with presence of the liminal concept. Finally, its sustenance 
depends more on contribution of the individual users in creating activities based on richness of 
liminal space`s existing elements.
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3.2.2.2. Tenants

The same as data collection system used to gather information from users, twenty four 
tenants are appointed and participated, from the buildings selected as case study for this research.  
Which means, three tenants randomly selected from each of the eight buildings. All of them have 
different experience of liminal spaces based on character of the building they occupy. Which can 
be grouped into three. Those are `liminal as circulation`, `liminal as circulation and activity`, and 
`liminal as circulation, activity and identity`. The first one is where the tenants have a defined 
space and liminal spaces are dedicated for circulation only. The next one is   where tenants have a 
defined rooms, in addition their products are displayed in liminal space of the building which also 
serves as circulation route. Finally, the third one has the character of the second one and in 
addition the liminal space becomes a bold statement to the building as its identity. 

All of them have the stand that liminal spaces are mandatory in all commercial buildings. 
The shops totally depend on them. These liminal spaces provide an advantage for tenants to attract 
people, display products, create a visual as well as physical access to the displayed products, 
variety of activities may hold in addition to being a center of attraction (people watching people 
situation), and  secured business area controlled by users themselves. This all have to be 
integrated with the circulation paths connecting to rooms of all floors. 

Liminal spaces are believed to be better if they have a blurred (related in integrated way) 
relationship with the individual shops or offices for effective public interaction. The tenants 
recommend to designers, as these spaces are a source of life to the building as a whole, should be 
given a remarkable concern during design. The shops are also a primary need of the public which 
attracts them towards the interior of the building. As a result, this main part of the building must 
be integrated well to create an effective liminal space. If it is possible, some of the shop owners 
advised, products should be displayed in a totally exposed way towards liminal spaces. 

Efficiency of liminal spaces in commercial buildings of Addis Ababa are evaluated by 
tenants to be, 20% Poor, 30% Fair and 50% Good.
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The existence of efficient liminal spaces within buildings have a great role in activating the 
business exchange in the commercial zone. As the interior space or those liminal spaces allow the 
public to occupy them, many people are certainly going to be willing to be part of it. This leads to 
an opportunity of the commercial products to be consumed by users. Then the main factor that 
assures the existence of efficient liminal space within buildings are the presence of public 
interaction consistently during service period.

Most of those stakeholders believe that in order efficiency of liminal spaces to sustain for 
longer time throughout the life time of the structure, products must be displayed in a flexible way 
by reading the needs of user with respect to changes in fashion or styles of the public. This follow 
up of changes taking place within the individual commercial alone may not be successful. But, in 
addition to this, it needs somehow reorganizing the liminal spaces in thoughtful way to fit with 
individual tenant’s contribution. 

3.2.2.3. Owners

Eight owners of the selected buildings for case studies were supposed to be reached. But 
due to the difficulty of contacting owners of each building, the researcher were forced to collect 
the information from building administrators who always are available within the buildings. This 
even make them more important to give business and service based information of the building as 
an input to the research than owners (without denying that their presence also would have an 
additional inputs).  From those eight buildings` administrators five of them were willing to reflect 
their idea on the questionnaire. 

All managers of the five buildings do believe as those liminal spaces are center of 
communication to all occupants of a building. Users, tenants, managers and owners of the 
buildings have a common access opportunity towards those spaces. They are owned by no one, 
but of course, they can be controlled by guards for security purpose. Everyone has the right to 
access them, stand there, and create public and individual activities freely. So, their existence is 
mandatory to let all occupants interact together in order to house interactive business area that 
satisfies all the members within a building.

The liminal space`s existence is needed to be in a blurred way with the individual 
commercial rental rooms of a building with smooth relation visually as well as physically to each. 
The existence of these spaces are a means for the public to be part of the building, through 
contribution of their role to create an efficient liminal space depending on the potential of 
elements within the liminal spaces. If those elements have variety of options for the public to 
interact with them, the more its existence can be visible. And such spaces can give a confidence 
to the owners and tenants of a building to invest their money and provide service for the society, 
being certain of that they have a profit out of it.

Efficiency of liminal spaces in buildings of Addis Ababa are evaluated by owners to be, 
10% Faire, 90% Good.
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Owners do believe that the sustainability of efficient liminal spaces depends on quality of 
spatial environment of buildings, user’s willingness to occupy them and tenants effort to provide 
products that are attractive and considering to occupants need. Therefore, if each of the 
stakeholders contribute their role in creating a harmonious integrity with in liminal spaces having 
potential of entertaining efficient liminality, every user would have no choice other than involving 
themselves with in these space.

3.2.2.4. Professionals

Professionals approached in this part of data collection were twelve, by distributing 
questionnaires through email. But, from those architects two of them were capable of responding 
back the mail. Both participated are senior architects with professional practicing architect 
experience, one around thirty years and the other around twenty years experienced. So, their 
responses are as follow -

1. Need of liminal spaces not only in commercial buildings, but in all public buildings is 
believed as mandatory. They have remarkable benefits, such as:

1. Experiencing space – experiencing quality,
2. Orientation – seeking information & locating oneself (way-finding),
3. Socializing – informal interaction in non-informal spaces,
4. Organize common facilities that should be located on street levels such as security check 
points,     lobbies for vertical circulation, information desks, ATM machines etc,
5. Create a served ‘free’ space that link the building with the street activities,
6. Liminal spaces give a common feeling for all the individual spaces inside the building, 
encouraging sharing or resources / facilities/ and human power.

Efficiency of liminal spaces in buildings of Addis Ababa are evaluated by both participants as 
Faire and Good.
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2. Liminal spaces as design driving ideas:

1.A lasting impression of expression of comfort when entering and staying in building,
2.Comparative assessment of experiences of comfort with other similar buildings and 
establishing a preference for coming back,
3.Liminal spaces as links to the city, 
4.Common ground for all businesses,
5.Vertical and horizontal visual integration,
6.Creates the protected unique spaces (liminal space) that distinguishes and unites the 
building with the rest of the vicinity.

3. Liminal spaces role in creating relationship between buildings and users:

1. They make it possible for more efficiency within buildings and feel comfortable,
2. They encourage users to visit buildings, hence enhancing window shopping.

4. Elements forming liminal spaces are – Lobbies, corridors, waiting areas, vertical circulation 
cores, access to public toilets including those for the physically challenged, ATM machines, small 
kiosks providing items such as mobile cards, tissue papers, stationary items, and coffee shops.

5. How to measure efficiency of liminal spaces: 

Liminal spaces shall be measured with the frequency of uses (occupancy) and the number of 
users. Or it may be determined in proportion to the size of the whole building and the major 
functions it accommodates, whether it is governments office or private office or commercial 
building.  

6. Benefits of efficient liminal spaces in relation to the basic programs of a building:

1. Users will arrive at their destination without any confusion,
2. Represent a considerable sharing in building cost,
3. Afford ease of up-keep, 
4. Accommodate common facilities for the building, giving users places for rest, 
information, and sometimes with seating spaces and vending opportunities including coffee 
shops, catering outlets, banking services etc.

7. Possible activities that can be displayed at liminal spaces:

1. Casual display,
2. Photos, paintings, sculptures related to the building,
3. Restricted public events – speeches, cocktails …,
4. Information of all activities inside the building, 
5. Product samples, digital advertisement , small gathering etc.
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Factors to be considered during design for sustaining efficiency of liminal spaces : 
Liminal spaces shall be sized in proportion to the size of all accommodated space and shall be 
characterized in line with the main function of the building project. In addition, the dominant 
user group (whether kids, the youth, elderly, or the general public) shall be identified so that 
the scale of the space, the furnishing inside, the lighting methods etc can be designed for their 
convenience and use. Ventilation and lighting, space character, and distinguishing feature 
both from the outside and inside shall be considered. Escape routes, parking directions, and 
natural elements shall also be taken into account. 

Factors to be considered during use for sustaining efficiency of liminal spaces: 
Security, provisions of basic facilities, cleanliness, maintenance, temporary seasonal 
decoration or advertisement that create activities and stimulates interaction.

Activities for sustaining liminality 
The public whom visit and use the building makes it full of life and presence of active 
business exchange always (all day long, all days of the week, all seasons of the year). Liminal 
spaces without activities become so sterile that after some time they become deteriorated and 
the owners lose interest for the maintenance work. Therefore, activities in liminal spaces, 
shall be grouped in line with their sizes, services, time of services, user groups, even product 
types etc.
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4. Case Studies 



4.1.  Local  Case  studies 



Project : Adarash Shopping Center
Location : Merkato, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop
Building Height : G+0

walls and activating facade of the building 
through public interaction with the solid wall 
background. The disadvantages are for tenants 
who pay taxi, specially those with in this 
building are the second choice for customers 
next to those street vendors. In addition, as a 
visible problem with the whole Merkato, 
pedestrian walkways are occupied by the 
vendors which results interference of pedestrian 
and vehicle movement that may cause car 
accident.

Adarash is a name for one of the old twin buildings located at the center of Merkato, Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia. Unlike other commercial buildings in Merkato, it is a solid building built out of 
stone wall with cumulative six entrance doors (each of the twin buildings) on its wall and possess 
a horizontal top window glazing. The roof is a zig-zag cross sectional concrete structure with 
linear arranged small skylights that lit the interior space in addition to the top windows.

Following this, from exterior the structure is a dead wall, ignoring the visual relationship of 
activities contained in the interior space. This creates a breeding platform for street vendors, 
which is considered as both advantage and disadvantage based on the relation created between 
these spaces and public interaction. The first one indicates, the opportunity created for the poor 
who cannot afford to pay rent allows to earn their daily income, in their way advertising the 
building`s activity for passerby to stand and see as there is another commercial spaces behind the

���������Adarash shopping center 

���������Adarash shopping center A&B, site plan
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Here instead of attracting the 
public to the interior space through 
visual transparency, users are forced to 
access products physically, watching 
public activities at entrance level or 
from their experience. Once reaching 
the interior, users` and tenants’ spaces 
are defined well in a way the traditional 
market trend of the city`s context were 
being displayed.

Products are displayed in parcels 
along circulation paths within the building 
boundary. The circulation paths are linear 
connecting the entrance doors of opposite 
side access roads from four direction. This 
creates perpendicular interesting paths in 
the interior space which makes the public 
interaction more active in every direction 
of the building`s spatial setup.
      

The liminal space is blurred between 
the circulation paths and individual 
parcels, which are open to each other in 
physical as well as visual access. In this 
case, which is a simple arrangement of 
individual rooms horizontally, in 
economical way, requiring responsive 
horizontal circulation paths, has sufficient 
public circulation space to visit and buy 
products.But, users are forced to 
experience  in a blind way as the space 
itself guides them with a repetitive 
movement every day. There is no any 
possibility of creating a dynamic user’s 
interaction collectively, because of the 
absence of dedicated display area with in 
the building. This limits the identity of the 
building to be represented by element of 
the building than relating it with public 
activity that makes it more lively and 
attractive. 

Entrance -2
Parcels 

of individual shops

Entrance -1
Circulation Paths
(Liminal space)

Entrance -5

Entrance -6Entrance -4

Entrance -3

���������Adarash shopping center, Exterior impression

���������Adarash shopping center, Interior impression

���������Adarash shopping center, floor plan description 
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Project : Amede Gebeya Shopping Center
Location : Merkato, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop
Building Height : G+0

Amede Gebeya is also another old structure in Merkato covering a large built-up area, 
horizontally laying over the whole site. It has an impressive frontage, which is a composition of 
cubes in undulating  linear organization manner with respect to shape of the site. This organization 
seams a result from the design process, need of regular interior spaces definition and provision of 
triangular courtyard. This frontage creates a unique character of the building in the urban area. 

A single cube contains a single shop facing outward to the main street and other shop to the 
central courtyard with in the building. From these cubes, two are located in considerable distance 
from each other dedicated for entrance to wards the central courtyard and shops defining it. 
The courtyard has also a third entrance from a 
corridor, provided to access external shops, that 
has a direct access from the main road through a 
single flight stair.

The courtyard is bounded by transparent 
façade of the individual shops displaying 
products in an attractive-pattern manner that 
allow users to visit and pick their interest. Along 
the shops, wider linear paths are provided for the 
public to actively interact with  the commercial

���������Amede gebeya shopping center

���������Amede gebeya shopping center, site plan
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Thinking of this space from 
liminality point of view, it has a 
potential of maximizing the relationship 
between the public and the building. 
Activating this abandoned space 
without affecting its openness (for light 
and visual communication) gives 
richness to identity of the building 
within this space in addition to the free 
flow corridors displayed at every part of 
the building to visitors. 

spaces. These paths have a cascading 
level difference with provision of stairs 
with respect to slope of the landform. 
Some shops display their product at the 
circulation corridor in addition to the 
interior rooms in order to attract 
customers more. 

At center of the courtyard, a 
triangular shaped space, open to the sky, 
is defined by depressing it from the 
commercial floor level. This space is 
wider and created to come up with a 
meaningful void out of negative spaces 
resulted from triangular shape of the 
form in general.

Even though, the depressed space 
is currently an open space without any 
clear functional purpose other than a 
void for light provision and clear visual 
interaction from every direction of the 
corridors surrounding this courtyard
space, it somehow shows intention of the designer as it exists for a certain purpose. Users of the 
building, building administrator and tenants do not clearly know its purpose, but they guess as it 
is part of a sanitary system of the building that collects the drains from every side of the building 
(which is somehow convincing, but it is too much for that purpose).           

Entrance -1

Compound 
(Semi-basement Parking)

Access

Entrance -2

Entrance -3

Liminal space 
Potential

Pedestria
n walkway

corrid
or

Main-Stre
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���������Amede gebeya shopping center, Courtyard impression

���������Amede gebeya shopping center, Exterior impression

����������Amede gebeya shopping center, Floor plan Illustration
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Project : Nigat Birhan Business Center 
Location : Merkato, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop & Office
Building Height : G+4

A box building on an island site, bounded by four defining access roads. At ground level, 
the space is crowded with the individual shop products` furnishing system, which is chaotic, at the 
interior as well as exterior corridors of the building. This results in a messy character of the 
building at its lower level. Upper part of the form is characterized with exterior corridors which is 
defined by a rectangular aluminum frame that gives emphasis to user interaction at façade of the 
building as observed from the exterior.

The individual spaces are arranged around a 
rectangular central void (atrium) with  a wider 
vaulted skylight cover, allowing light access to 
this central space as well as those individual 
rooms of the building facing towards it. 

At ground level a wider entrance lobby is 
provided for the public to position themselves 
inside the building and have an access of the 
interior spaces visually and phisicaly, 
horizontaly through the corridors and vertically 
through the stairs and escalators provided. 

����������Nigat Birhan business center

����������Nigat Birhan business center, site plan
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This is how the designer planned the 
building to serve for users. But, in 
reality the owners and tenants 
redesigned the space by themselves.

The wider reception lobby is filled with 
cubicles  and displaying platforms to 
store and display products. Narrower 
paths are created for the user to access 
individual lot. The escalator is out of 
service due to those displaying 
platforms which are positioned to block 
the path loading towards it; and it, of 
course, maximizes useable space but, 
on the other hand, the second important 
vertical circulation option provided by 
the designer is compromized. This 
shows the need to use every open space 
as much as possible, through guidance 
of the tenants themselves acting as a 
designer to the spaces they are familiar 
with.  

Here, the liminal space can be observed 
in a different way. The professional 
designer provided an open space and 
intends to celebrate its existance by stair 
cases, ramps and wider corridors to 
create a strong relationship between the 
building and its users. What is expected 
in a space within this condition 
normally is, to see the public 
articulating around and create dynamic 
activities within the defined boundary  
by the profesional. 

The reality displays different situation 
than the intent of the professional. 
Tenants dare to interfere  in the liminal 
conept of the designer. Observing at the 
situation created, what can be 

����������Nigat Birhan business center, Interior impression

����������Nigat Birhan business center, Interior impression

����������Nigat Birhan business center, Interior impression
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understood is that tenants do believe exposing products can only maximize efficieny of liminality 
within the building. 

Therefore, this can show that users the potential to contribute constructive ideas to building design 
concept. Existence of this concept within this structure, besides of questioning its appropratnes,  
maximize activities as well as attraction of the public towards it, in addition to potential of the 
active merkato area. 
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Project : Ye`edget Meselal Business Center 
Location : Merkato, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop & Office
Building Height : G+4

Looking from exterior, the building is experimented well in terms of formal composition 
(aesthetically), harsh sun shading and material selection. It is one of the buildings in Merkato 
which attracts the public with its own formal character. It is composed of partial (in the lower 
floors) transparent to the exterior environment to be part of the active interaction surrounding it 
and a partial (in the lower floors) solid volume character representing its own identity. Slope 
nature of the topography is also reflected on the space configuration to come up with efficient 
spatial provision.  

 
Unlike the exterior, the interior space is somehow difficult to access products and activities

visually. This has resulted from the need to adapt 
the slope difference in the interior spatial 
relationship. The building, of course, provides a 
functional semi-basement floor, but this 
sacrifices the ground floor`s public reception 
area which is occupied by open down towards 
the depresed semi-basement. In addition, in 
order to maximize space usage, vertical 
circulations including lifts are located at center 
of the building. These vertical circulation 
elements splits the central open down into two 
that rsulted in visual communication problem 
towards the activities within this space.

����������YedgetMeselal business center

����������YedgetMeselal business center, site plan
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Being in this condition, products of individual 
shops are also displayed at corridors, facing towards the 
open down. So, users are forced to pass through the 
individual rooms with an open door welcoming to enter 
and buy on one side and  displayed products of those 
individual shops in front of them. This look like one 
way of attracting customers by allowing them to pass 
through products of the individual shops. However, this 
kills the communication of different activities taking 
place within the building at different location. This also 
gives no option to users, other than being guided 
through the paths already provided, with configuration 
of zero possibility to be flexible to create their own 
activity. 

From liminality point of view, the building is 
confusing to users. Especially, the main reception lobby 
(which users position themselves in the first place and 
decide where to go) is located at semi-basement floor 
away from main entrance (one floor depressed). So 
unless used repetitively, it is difficult to identify onse 
position in the building. As a result, the spaces are 
discouraging for the public to interact within it. This 
can be witnessed by the empty rooms of the upper 
floors that no one dares to occupy them.
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The interior space is zoned into three 
functional groups. The lower floors (G - G+4 
floors) are for commercial, office and partially 
the last floor is dedicated for kids playing area. 
The second zone, (fifth floor), is dedicated for 
café and restaurant, while the remaining upper 
floors are used for office purpose.

At ground level, along the main road, 
some shops are accessed from exterior. Entering 
to the building through the main entrance   

Project : Awash Bank Business Center 
Location : Lideta, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop & Office
Building Height : G+10

A simple box chamfered at its lower corner for entrance purpose with different sized square 
opening on facade, and some bigger size corner windows, are characters of the building form. 
From the exterior, no activities are visible other than the public movement at the slanted linear 
voids (ramp corridors facing to the exterior) and bridge connecting the train station platform with 
the building. It is more of a solid building that does not allow the public to access it visually from 
the exterior unless they put themselves inside it physical.

����������Awash Bank business center

����������Awash Bank business center, site plan
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emphasized by the triangular chamfered 
character, a lobby furnished with lobby 
shops welcome visitors. From this point, 
three paths are provided. The first one is a 
grand ramp taking to first floor, which is 
defined by a void that connects ground 
upto third floors visually. Second is an 
entrance to awash bank service hall and 
the third one is towards vertical circulation 
core containing two elevators and a stair 
case connecting the whole floors in 
addition to the other core located at 
opposite side of it, and with the same  
content of vertical circulation elements. 

Within lower zone of the building 
the two floors are accessed through 
interior ramp. The remaining two floors 
are accessed through the ramps facing to 
the exterior in two opposite sides of the 
building`s façade, in addition to the two 
vertical circulation cores. The fourth floor, 
partially dedicated for kids playing area is 
accessed through ramp from lower level 
and escalator starting from first floor.

The central void containing ramps 
and escalator with structures that supports 
them is inactive. This is due to the two side 
defining elements are dead curtain walls 
ignoring the space. It looks like, as the 
designer intends to avoid commercial 
activities in this spot purposefully.

Besides, the building has variety of 
spatial qualities for the user to create 
activities. Spaces that are aimed to activate 
the liminal spaces as well as capture the 
nearby image of the city through framed 
windows (the voids facing to the exterior) 
of the building by users. 

����������Awash Bank business center, interior impression

����������Awash Bank business center, interior impression

����������Awash Bank business center, interior impression

����������Awash Bank business center, urban impression
framing windows
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The upper floors, starting from café and 
restaurant level (fifth floor) up to the last floor 
(tenth) are connected with other second void 
within the building. It connects the floors, 
through visual communication as well as 
physical access by providing an impressive 
staircase (additional to the two cores) 
dedicated for this specific reason. This void 
has pleasant and lit environment with the help 
of light penetrating trough the covering 
skylight from a top. This skylight is directly 
focused towards the two bridges, which are 
well-furnished semi outdoor space for café 
and restaurant separately, linking the two 
opposite wings of the building, and creates an 
amazing visual effect from corridors of the 
office (upper) floors surrounding it. 

This space is bold enough to be captured 
by user`s mind. As characters of this building 
and describes above, this space is identity of 
the building from interior too. This is because 
it makes the building active, especially to the 
upper floors of the building, than the lower 
commercial void. Therefore, this can be 
concluded, as the designer don’t give the same 
emphasis to both voids as the upper floor is 

����������Awash Bank business center, Upper floors (office floors) void impression

����������Awash Bank business center, Upper floors 
(office floors) void impression
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active while the lower zone spaces are empty. This is 
because of the activity space (cafe` and restaurant) 
exposed to the upper floors and ignored the lower ones.  

From liminality point of view, the building is 
obviously designed based on user`s interaction in every 
part of the building. At lower void, the ramps in the interior 
and that wrap-around the facade exposed to the exterior, 
escalator and wider open space has the potential of 
entertaining activities of users. In addition, the upper void 
celebrated by the café` and cafeteria activities, dynamic 
stair connecting the preceding floors and corridors 
defining it, is another potential for presence of efficient 
liminality with in the building.

Except the problem discussed at the lower void 
defined by dead curtain walls that somehow compromise 
liminality in the lower portion of the building, it simply 
speaks that a lot of experiments have been done during 
design to create a spacious environment which is home of 
liminality within the building.  

����������Awash Bank business center, urban impression
framing windows

����������Awash Bank business center, Upper floors 
(office floors) void impression
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Project : Lideta Merkato  Business Center 
Location : Lideta, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop & Office
Building Height : G+10

A monotonous rectangular prism, with small openings derived from traditional habesha 
close popular decoration patterns, building block with a unique approach to the city’s architectural 
context. Other than these patterns in a white solid cubic volume, a void, which is created by 
subtracting quarter of a sphere from the total form in a lower corner position, which is dedicated 
for main entrance of the building, is boldly marked when observed from exterior. In opposite side 
of this lower corner void of the building, other vault shaped void is provided as a secondary 
entrance. 

Entering the building, through the 
defined void having a slight slope, submits to 
wider reception lobby surrounded by office 
rooms with transparent glass wall. This space 
is calm and quite, confusing users as even if 
there is another floor or activity within the 
building. The vertical circulations at this level 
are also not as visible as the approach of other 
commercial buildings` in the city. It is located 
away from the entrance and somehow hidden 
from direct accessibility point of view.  

����������Lideta Merkato business center

����������Lideta Merkato business center, site plan
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Approaching the building from 
the second entrance, gives a physical 
access to the main lobby and directly 
turn its angle upward and penetrate 
towards all the upper floors in inclined 
circular shape visually. It ends up with a 
circular glazed skylight at roof level. 

Straight flight stairs connecting 
all the upper floors except ground floor 
are arranged along this inclined void. It 
allows an easy connection of all the 
floors visually as well as physically in 
active way that results a spirit of 
commercial space, unlike the main 
reception lobby. The open down to 
every floor has a slight difference in 
shape that creates a rhythmical pattern 
composed  in perspective with respect 
to movement of the stairs with in the 
void and it is impressive to the eye. This 
is considered as one identity of the 
building. In addition to the straight 
flight stairs, escalators are also provided 

����������Lideta Merkato business center, Interior impression

����������Lideta Merkato business center, Interior impression

����������Lideta Merkato business center, Interior impression
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to connect every floor that makes it 
probably the first building in the 
country with considerable amount of 
escalators, attracting the public to 
experience all floors easily. 

            Shops and offices within the 
building are located somehow far away 
from the user comparing to commercial 
nature and habit of users` in Ethiopian 
context, especially approaching from 
exterior. However, in the upper floors 
along the inclined void, wider spaces 
are provided for the public to create 
their own activities and visit the 
individual shops in variety of direction. 

          From liminality point of view, 
identity of the building has a great role 
in creating image of the building in 
user`s mind to remind it with qualitative 
public spatial environment dimension. 
The inclined void gives a quality to the 
building in displaying considerable 
amount of users from every level. 
Position of the stairs allow interactive 
relationship between the building and 
users. The wider open spaces and 
escalators are also responsible to 
celebrate more liminal efficiency with 
in the building.

����������Lideta Merkato business center, Interior impression

����������Lideta Merkato business center, Interior impression

����������Lideta Merkato business center, 
Interior impression

����������Lideta Merkato business center, 
Interior impression
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Project : Mafi City Mall
Location : Bole, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop & Office
Building Height : G+M+6

Along the street in front of Medhanialem Bole church, buildings are arranged linearly 
defining the street from a distance, with a wider pedestrian path used as a buffer to create a lively 
pedestrian activities and surface parking. Those different buildings with their own identity each, 
seams a single structure, due to their physical definition in between is blured. On the other hand, 
variation in their material usage and height difference indicates as they are fragmented 
buildings that are carfuly designed in their 
front elevation, observed from total formal 
composition dimention.   

From these buildings Mafi City Mall 
communicates boldly with passerby as it is 
different with its own character through the 
solid and void composition at façade level in a 
3D perspective effect. The solid volume is 
punched to display user interaction from 
interior to the exterior.

����������Mafi city center

����������Mafi city center, site plan
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Approaching the entrance which 
is two floors high open without any 
physical barrier, it makes the building 
the most human friendly as compared to 
the other commercial buildings in the 
city. It receive users with open door 
with different options in how to 
approach the interior spaces. The two 
options found directly with in the 
entrance boundary as main elements of 
the building are staircase taking to first 
floor shops and escalator directly 
reaching second floor to the lobby 
restaurant. The third option is the main 
reception lobby distrbuting to shops and 
vertical circulations (stair and elevators) 
of the building. 

Ground up to fourth are 
commercial floors with shops and lobby 
shops (in the lower two floors). Fifth up 
to seventh floors are dedicated for office 
use. Second floor (with café and 
restaurant service) is a point of focus 
within  the building, emphasized by the 
escalator and central void of the 
building having an over view towards it 
from the perimeter corridors connecting 
the shops and offices in upper floors. ����������Mafi city center, interior impression

����������Mafi city center, interior impression
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From liminality point of view, the building 
has a potential to attract people from the position of 
pedestrian walkways and street level as well as 
beyond it through user`s memory based on the 
simple character, of the form and public interaction 
with in, to capture in mind . 

The grand entrance, second floor café 
exposed to the exterior and final destination of the 
escalator which is the open floor restaurant are 
center of attraction in addition to quality of the 
spaces. This shows that the liminality remains in the 
first three floors. Upper floors are expected to be 
active with the quality of space created in those area 
to attract people.

Therefore, in the upper floors, especialy shop 
floors, need a better way of attracting people than 
that of open down defined by the corridors. which 
means the public activity in the lower floors are 
needed to be multiplied to creat a better liminal 
space with in the building.
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Project : Century Mall
Location : Around Megenagna, Addis Ababa
Program : Shop, Cinema & Office
Building Height : G+12

Ten munities walk from Megenagna (one of the centers of Addis Ababa with crowded 
pedestrian and traffic circulation) through a wider arterial road taking towards residential zone 
(CMC, Ayat …), a commercial complex attracts the public passing by through the vatiety of 
programs contained in it. An entrance recessed in a huge flat façade emphasized by louvered black 
elements is main character of the building. From exterior the building creates two opposite 
feelings. The lower portion treated with clear glazing, creates a strong visual connection
to or from the street. On the other hand, the 
upper floors which are treated with solid 
panels (which serves as cinema) has no visual 
access to  public activity on the street.

Passing through the  entrance defined 
by depressed void, a grand reception lobby 
decorated by artificial lights, shops arranged 
around it, lobby café`s furniture and open to 
above with skylight and overview of upper 
floors` corridors. Wider corridors and 

����������Century mall

����������Century mall, site plan
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corners are provided for public to create 
activities of their own in addition to 
basic services of the building. 
Strengthening this, the wider spaces are 
defined by furniture which speaks to 
users as they are free to seat or interact 
in those area.

Vertical circulations are located 
in a deeper distance from the main 
entrance. The two Lifts are accessed 
from back side, which seems 
inappropriate though provide a 
panoramic effect towards main entrance 
and to the open down which displays 
users` activities from distance. 
Escalators located on right and left sides 
of the elevator which takes to first level, 
are somehow away from visual frame of 
users. The same is true with the wider 
stair cases located in the opposite 
wings.

From liminal point of view, 
grandness of the public spaces indicate 
the public to have a place of their own to 
engage in activity and visit products of 
individual tenants freely. But, other than 
the panoramic view of the elevator, the 
vertical circulations are not related 
consistently with the public spaces 
activity or liminal spaces of the 
building.     

����������Century mall, interior impression

����������Century mall, interior impression

����������Century mall, interior impression
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The way people inhabit buildings is amazing. Most of the time, someone walking through 
the crowded streets of Addis Ababa faces strange activities with plenty of people around them to 
see what is going on. With this situation every one passing by is eager to be part of it. The people 
attracts more and more people, even if it does not have access they are patient to wait their turn till 
someone leaves. The same is true with buildings at Merkato. 

It is obvious that the buildings in Merkato are built as per design provided from 
professionals and approved by owners. As they are all for commercial purpose, they contain 
defined layers of space which are the entrance lobby – public vertical and horizontal circulations 
– and rental shopss. During operation of buildings, owners and tenants are observed likely to 
enclose the public spaces with in, such as corridors and entrance lobbies without knowhow of the 
designer, following needs of the users or their own need. This gives the opportunity of people 
watching people situation, as more people are attracted with the presence of activities and 
gathered people within the lobby, through attraction of the crowded people within as well as 
outside the building. 

All floors of a building in Merkato are observed to be active through human interaction than 
buildings in other parts of Addis Ababa. Of course, that is because they are located at the main 
commercial zone of the city. This area has a power of attracting people from every part of the city  
also a commercial hub for many across the country. It has a place to entertain for the low-income, 
medium or high-income without any discrimination. But, looking at spatial playfulness of those 
buildings in response to user`s interaction, most are very poor than some other buildings out of 
Merkato. 

On the other hand, commercial buildings located along main streets of the city are mostly 
used as per the design approved. The public spaces are kept open for occupants to use it as they 
need. In some way, the buildings are made to attract people through provision of elegant spaces, 
impressive materials and open spaces. Of course, in some buildings, like Mafi mall, Century 
mall…) the people watching people situation works by providing activities that attract people at 
ground level. But, not active as that of Merkato which is busy the whole days, weeks and months 
of the year.    

What would happen if the spacious buildings (Lideta Merkato, Awash Bank business center, 
Mafi Mall etc…) were located at Merkato? The reveres option, which is buildings in Merkato 
relocated into any part of the city, makes no change at all, because such buildings are found 
everywhere in the city. So, either furnishing the malls at the city center, like Merkato buildings or 
on the other side, building public oriented spacious structures in Merkato case are the visible 
options for efficient liminal space from the case studies discussed. Therefore, spatial playfulness 
to entertain for user interaction and display products in a better way is needed in Merkato. In 
buildings located at other part of the city is also expected, but those buildings which has lack of 
space to display activities of the public within must also focus on how to advertise their products 
to attract more user, which still seems impossible.

4.1.1. Siummary of local case studies 

Building`s Liminality in Merkato vs other parts of the city 
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In terms of visual impression, buildings in Addis Ababa can be categorized in to two. The 
old ones dominantly represented by solid character with impressive simple concrete volumes 
treated in different variety of textures are at one side. These are commonly called buildings of the 
60th, and attributes known for their detail design of building elements, material selection and 
environmental friendly.

The other ones are new buildings, (built within the past twenty-twenty five years), in 
relation with the current architectural trend of the whole world using the opportunity of material 
availability in the modern industries. They are characterized as transparent or glazed structures. 
These buildings are believed to be appropriate especially for commercial purpose. That is because 
it displays products towards external environment of the building to attract people.  Even though 
this is what the general understanding of these buildings is, now a days solid form are being 
preferable by some professionals as the transparent glazing facades are becoming a problem 
environmentally as well as the repetitive presence of it almost everywhere makes it somehow 
boredom. 

Most of the glazed buildings expect the public to visit them and their contents from the 
exterior. Entering to the interior, visitors are not allowed to know the building like that of the 
exterior quality. The corridors and vertical circulation allows only to access the individual rooms 
with in a building. In this case, the public, as buildings have limited space to create users` 
activities, remains outside the building and those users with mandatory occasion with in are forced 
to access it mostly. They are alot in number but, there are some also whom force users to access 
them through owning unique liminal spaces such as Awash bank business center..

The solid buildings approach this public visual accessibility concern in a different way. The 
buildings display nothing other than the pure form, identity of the building as a sculpture 
contributing for the urban context image, when observed from exterior. The public is pulled 
towards the interior spaces through the well-defined entrance of the volumes anywhere at the 
plinth. These buildings are forced to respond for how to expose their products to occupants in 
anyway, otherwise it remains to be sculpture in the interior too. To answer those concerns of 
public visual and physical accesses, dedicated public spaces are provided. These spaces are 
responsible to introduce characteristics of interior space of a building, product display and a place 
for users to interact physically, if designed properly. 

Not limited only for the solid buildings, but they have the potential to create efficient 
liminal space within a building. From the cases discussed, Merkato Lideta and Awash bank 
buildings are visible examples. Both has a concern for the user in how to visit the building as a 
museum. The vertical circulations are used in a special way creating identity of each building. But, 
in both cases the products are displayed in normal way like the other cases. Looking the 
extraordinary public interaction provided within the buildings, it demands a better way of 
products` display that celebrates their existence more. 

Void vs Opaque envelope in Commercial Centers   
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4.2. International  Case studies 



Project : Dominion Office Building
Location : Moscow, Russia
Program : Office
Building Height : G+7

There are few gaps left in the burgeoning 
portfolio of British-Iraqi architect Zaha Hadid, 
who continued to grew at an extraordinary pace 
both on the drawing board and at construction 
sites around the globe. However, many of the 
buildings themselves, from concepts to finished 
structures, are filled with empty space — in a 
very literal sense.

Zaha Hadid Architects clearly has a 
penchant for atriums, and her latest may be 
the most dazzying yet. The recently 
completed Dominion Office Building 
possesses a huge, multistory void at its heart, 
visually connecting every floor and providing 
a valuable common space for employees 
filled with light.

����������Dominion office building ����������Dominion office building, interior impression 
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Hadid’s characteristically dazzling 
finishes lend the space an ethereal glow, 
while staircases stretch fluidly across the 
opening with a hypnotizing, Escher-like 
aesthetic. These internal plazas are intended 
to encourage interaction and connectivity 
between people. This kind of shared space is 
intended to fuel knowledge-sharing and 
collaboration between IT and creative 
industry startups. 

This method of carving out the core of 
a building for increased interactivity and 
accessibility is not confined to commercial 
and retail-oriented buildings: the striking 
MAXXI: Museum of XXI Century Arts also 
has a heart of open air and sinuous stairs, its 
obsidian circulation creating a striking 
contrast with the gleaming white walls and 
smooth concrete.

����������Dominion office building, Circulation Study 

����������Dominion office building, 
Ground floor illustration 

����������Dominion office building, 
Upper floors illustration 

����������Dominion office building, 
Section illustration 

����������Dominion office building, 
Atrium impression

����������Dominion office building,interior impression
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Project : United Nations Regional Head Office  
Location : Marmormolen, Copenhagen
Program : Office
Building Height : G+5

Located on an artificial island the building is 
naturally separated from its immediate surroundings, while 
still being highly visible from both the city and the 
water.From above, the eight-pointed star shape is a clear 
visual reference point, which, like the UN, reaches out to all 
corners of the world. From the core of the star-shaped 
building, a daylight filled atrium connects the lobby level 
containing all common functions, with the office levels, 
where the various UN agencies are distributed.

From the atrium a central staircase binds all levels 
together. Designers have created the staircase as a 
dramatic spatial sculpture, which is to be seen as a symbol of the UN's work to create dialogue, 
interaction and positive encounters between people in all parts of the world. In the daily life, the 
sculptural form inspires the UN employees to want to use the stairs, and thus the staircase also 
forms the basis for dialogue, cooperation and informal meetings between the various UN 
organizations.

����������United Nation regional head office ����������United Nation regional head office,
interior impression
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Designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, the cylindrical building, wider at the top than the bottom, was 
conceived as a "temple of the spirit". Its unique ramp gallery extends up from ground level in a 
long, continuous spiral along the outer edges of the building to end just under the ceiling skylight. 
It is the permanent home of a continuously expanding collection of Impressionist, 
Post-Impressionist, early Modern and contemporary art and also features special exhibitions. 

Project : Guggenheim Museum
Location : New York City
Program : Museum
Building Height : G+5

SPATIAL QUALITIES

����������Guggenheim museum

����������Guggenheim museum, interior impression

����������Guggenheim museum, liminal space conception
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building has served as an inspiration for invention, challenging artists and architects to react 
to its eccentric, organic design. The central void of the rotunda has elicited many unique responses 
over the years, which have been manifested in both site-specific solo shows and memorable 
exhibition designs. these two are remarkable intervantions.

In The Buried Void, a stream of sand 
falls continuously from the oculus at the top of 
the Guggenheim into the museum and collects 
on the rotunda floor. For fifty years the sand will 
gradually fill the void, stopping on October 21, 
2059 (the 100th anniversary of the 
Guggenheim) when it will have filled the space 
completely. Until then, guests in the building 
will be encouraged to experience and actively 
participate in this measure of time: as the 
physical objects in their lives become obsolete, 
visitors are encouraged to place them into 
museum-provided capsules and throw them into 
the sand. During the centennial celebration of 
the Guggenheim the rotunda will be excavated 
and the contents will be displayed in an 
evolutionary retrospective of forgotten things 
from the first half of the 21st century.

����������Noel Turgeon & St. Paul, Minnesota
The Buried Void
Contemplating the Void Winner: Interventions in the Guggenheim

����������Architect Zaha Hadid
1992 exhibition 
The Great Utopia: The Russian and Soviet Avant-Garde, 1915-1932 
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4.2.1. Summary of International case studies

These three international buildings shows how much liminal spaces can be designed in 
consideration to spatial quality. All gives priority to public interaction within these spaces with 
provision of responsive tangible elements and intangible scenarios. From those, clearly defined 
circulation having a visual access to every floor all along the building height, dedicated spaces to 
display activities by occupants are ready within vertical circulation elements, lobbies and 
horizontal circulation corridors of the buildings and for visual impression purpose sculpture like 
elements within the voids are designed .

In the first case, the designers intend to fill the liminal void with dynamic staircases 
staggering each other from floor to floor in different position towards different direction. Even 
though, their final destination is to reach in the horizontal circulation loop of each floor, they give 
a chance for the user to be impressed through positioning themselves in different part of the void. 
This results experiencing of individuals with variable scenarios, such as lighting access from the 
skylight (brighter or shaded) and visual impression towards building elements (visual window 
frames created from upper or lower, left or right of the void) as well as activities produced by 
public within. 

The second case also shares thoughts and conditions. It has two separated parts, the main 
space housing the basic rooms serving programs of the building and the central vertical 
circulation. The white painted walls define the interior rooms and corridors exposed to central 
void of the building. The black painted curvy sculptural stair is needed to control the central space 
glowing by light resting at it from the skylight covering at top. This sculpture creates active public 
circulation and interaction of different activities within the building which respects to the interest 
of UN to create dialogue between workers and visitors in this liminal space leading to existence 
of efficient liminality within the building.

The final one, Guggenheim Museum is also designed with the concept of occupants 
experience throughout the interior space of the building using a spiral ramp. This masterpiece 
work of frank L. Wright, defines a central rounded void within it. It is outstanding space by itself 
with consideration of impressing light fluidity created from above and visual access from one side 
to other side. Without obstacle to this, different interventions were made to be occupied by works 
of art and crazy ideas. 

Therefore, from this it can be concluded as those liminal spaces have a potential of creating 
dynamic identity of the building in response to different scenarios or ages. In addition to the local 
exemplary expressions of liminal spaces, such as Lideta Merkato`s, Awash Bank`s and Illegal 
architect`s activities with in Merkato buildings) those cases are other architectural works that can 
open professionals` eyes towards the concept of liminality.
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5. Analysis & Findings 



5.1. Analysis

As the research question prepared and data collection conducted are categorized under 
three groups, which are liminal spaces at conceptual level, existence and sustainability, the 
analysis of data also follow the same way. The data collected from different stakeholders (Users, 
Tenants, Owners/Administrators and Professionals) and variety of methods (Questionnaires,  and 
Case studies) are analyzed here in comparative and harmonious way together.

5.1.1. Conception of liminality

Liminal spaces are obviously incepted by architects. In the Initial stage of design process, 
professional`s inspiration through their sketch, side to side with client`s need and contextual 
factors results a base for the architecture in abstraction with point, line, basic shapes and volumes. 
These elements of design start to define space. Space to contain the intended program of the 
building and another space for the public to access it collectively. Now, this public space, how can 
it be developed and what are the forming elements are the questions.

All the stakeholders have a role to play in this conception of liminal spaces. It is definitely 
not a direct intervention, but by giving feedbacks through their involvement with spaces that are 
in use. Here the architect has a direct involvement with observation of these indirect interventions. 
Many in puts that result conception of liminal space can be listed. Such as the exterior urban 
context, public experience, arrangement of individual rooms, light and ventilation circulation 
system and so on. With these driving forces the basic points to be considered during conception 
of liminal space with in buildings are -

To use them as expression of identity to the building. From the case studies, Lideta Merkato 
and Awash Bank have their own identity. The diagonal void navigating vertical circulation of the 
public and lighting system of Lideta Merkato. This remains as its main character. The same is true 
with the diagonal ramps guiding public to access physically the individual rooms of the building 
and visual access to wards the exterior environment of the lower floors (commercial and office 
zone) and the unique composition of stairs in integration to cafe` and restaurant with impressive 
visual attraction in the upper floors (office zone) of the building, remains as identity of the Awash 
Bank building.

These spaces are aimed to be used by the occupants collectively. They have no any standard 
that gives guide in its size, shape and location within a building except the human scale 
consideration. It is subjective to individual designers. But, what can be observed in almost all the 
buildings with creative liminal spaces is a presence of dedicated void. They require a space that 
looks like it has no any functional benefit from business point of view. However, if those spaces 
are used appropriately integrated to the rental business rooms with play full elements to attract 
users, they are no more a waste. They intend to be a center of attraction for the occupants in order 
to have opportunity of visual as well as physical access to wards the business areas comfortably. 
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5.1.2. Existence of liminality

No one doubts that the existence of efficient liminal spaces with in buildings is mandatory. 
Its presence varies from a building to another building. This is due to conception of these spaces 
is dependent on individual designer`s intention in how they decided its appearance should be, 
with in a building. Urban context and plot size are also other factors. Activeness of the urban area 
forces the building to be open for public. This could be visually from the exterior environment or 
physically accessing the building towards the liminal space. Plot size has also an influence on 
presence of those public spaces. If the plot size is too small the voids drop down in to corridors, 
on the other hand if it is bigger enough they can have a fancy public space. With variety of those 
factors, buildings of Addis Ababa city are ranked as follow in average. None approaching to 
excellent, around 67.5% good, around 25 % fair and 7.5 % poor. Therefore, the majority judge 
liminality with in buildings as good. But, aim of the research is how the liminal spaces can rich in 
the excellent level. No one has mentioned the word excellent during data collection.  So, the focus 
on this area during design and use of buildings is mandatory in order to own valuable liminality.

 

Elements within these liminal spaces play a role in notifying someone that they are 
responsible for the concept of liminality. If they seems like ashamed (no attention given during 
design) of disclosing themselves for users, no one would dare to occupy them. a building with 
such liminal space need users only to access the individual commercial rooms which makes it to 
be limited to be occupied by users. In the reverse, when these spaces have rich elements 
responding to human activities within a building, they initiate users to spend some moment with 
them. During experiencing within these spaces, users capture moments with in their mind, which 
gives opportunity for the building to be used repetitively with these memory. 

In some of the buildings studied as a case study, the occupants themselves redesign the 
interior spaces. These are made in response to need of users that were not considered by the 
designers. In most of the buildings liminal spaces are left void by the designers and the occupants 
tried to fill it as much as they can with commercial activities. What would happen if the designers 
were capable of coming up with detailed design for those space? Their existence would influence 
users to create activities in a thoughtful way. It gives an efficient liminality made by professionals 
and occupants together. Which points to the concept of “The integration of Architect`s and Users` 
actions”.
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In order liminality to exist, the presence of a comfortable lit and ventilated void is must. this 
void`s character has to be studied well during its conception in the relation it has with interior and 
exterior spaces in which it is expected to connect. The more it has the integration with both the 
more probability it has efficient liminality. In addition, if those spaces are made to contain 
elements that are responsible to guide social activities in three dimensional way, as they are public 
spaces, the more confident liminal space for efficient liminality to take place.

Elements forming liminal spaces are lobbies (responsible for ATM machines, Small kiosks 
providing items such as mobile cards, tissue papers, stationary items, and coffee shop activities), 
Waiting areas, horizontal circulation (corridors and bridges), vertical circulation (stairs, ramps, 
panoramic elevators and escalators) and open spaces giving a choice for occupants to create their 
activities. The integration of all this elements with the containing void generates a public space 
that deserves to be experienced, depending on how much rich they are. 

Therefore, existence of liminal spaces having elements allowing variety of activities to be 
accommodated are the means to efficient liminality. Especially, utilizing the public void sculpted 
within a building to response such activities. Considerably, positioning users in different part of it 
to offer liminality and all commercial rooms’ visual access from different angles has a greater 
potential in catalyzing the presence of public activities continuously within the building. 

5.1.3. Sustainability of liminality

Once the elements of liminal spaces exist with the potential of entertaining efficient 
liminality, what matters is how can they be long lasting within the building`s service life time. 
This depends on how much sustaining factors are considered during design and use stage of a 
building. During design, liminal spaces shall be sized in proportion to the size of all 
accommodated space and shall be characterized in line with the main function of the building 
project. The building elements within also shall have attractive appearance and own variety 
activity options that have to be experienced by occupants. These result the need of users to 
experience them frequently.

During use, the first impression of building`s to attract users shall always be there. Such as 
provisions of basic facilities, Cleanness, Maintenance, Temporary seasonal decoration or 
advertisement that create activities and stimulate variety interactions. Specially, maintaining 
elements of the building in response to timely defect has a considerable influence. In addition, 
user based product display system that can be accessed easily and having an appearance of new 
spirit every new day in integration with the architectural elements. Which means the design must 
allow accepting such situations.

Therefore, to sustain liminality with in buildings a considerable works must be done in the 
conception and existence of liminal spaces by Architects, users, tenants and owners of the 
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building. The next is to treat them well and make them feel like they are still new. There shall be 
considerable changes by reading the users interaction. If the number of users involvement with in 
those spaces decrease, that means there is something wrong. So, must be studied and being 
capable of altering it in order efficiency of liminality to sustain. This is much of responsibility for 
Tenants and Owners.

In general, all the data sources claim that efficient liminal spaces are mandatory in public 
buildings. The questionnaires researching the variety of views from different people related to the 
studied buildings have contributed constructive ideas in respect to their concern. Those buildings 
studied as a case also show different approaches of displaying liminality with in buildings. Some 
of the local cases (especially cases in Merkato) recommend for architects to observe their liminal 
spaces and be capable of correcting in future projects. And some would like to appreciate the 
architects that are even considered as main concept of the architecture, but also expects more 
work to activate senses of occupants. In the international cases, variety of possibilities of 
presenting liminal spaces are displayed. A void filled with fixed elements prepared for the 
occupants to experience and create activities of their own. And a void that allows temporary 
activities to occupy it in order to create new scenarios in different time, so that it can give variable 
fresh situations. These obviously make users to use the building repetitively. The selected titles of 
literature review also clarify and construct the concept of efficient liminality. 

AgreeDisagree Neutral
Highlly 
Agree

Highlly 
DisagreeEfficienc Factors

Design concept display potential. 100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

50 %50 %

50 %

50 %

50 %

50 %

50 %50 %

50 %

50 %

50 %

50 %

Potential of people watching people 
situation with in the liminal boundary.

Liminal spaces openness and accessibility 
potential.

Holding occupants engaged in activities for a 
certain period of time.

Existence of Variety options of circulation 
routes with in liminal spaces.

Own characteristics (identity) or memorable.

Dedicating space designed in artistic way for 
liminality purpose than �lling it totally with 
basic functional rooms.

Activating basic programs of the building

Consideration of  the Size of Liminal Space in 
relation to number of occupants intended to 
serve.

Three Dimentional visual and physical access 
potential.
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5.2. Findings
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In general the following points are figured out as Evaluating Factors of Efficiency of 
liminality with in a building-

 

Potentials of 

Efficient Liminal

Spaces

Design concept 
display 

potential.

Potential of 
people 
watching 
people 

situation with in.

 openness 
and 

accessibility 
potential.

 Holding occupants 
being engaged in 

Activities.

  Richness in 
circulation routes 

options.

 Own characteristics 
(identity) of a 

building.

 Dedicated space 
designed

in artistic way.

 Activating 
basic programs 
of a building.

 Size of Liminal Space 
in relation to 

number of occupants

 Three Dimentional 
visual and physical 

access
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 6. Conclusion & Recommendation



6.1. Conclusion 

Almost in all the local commercial buildings, liminal spaces are considered and practically 
designed to create visual communication between different floors of a building. This is mandatory 
in business areas as everything happens through visual interaction. Each individual rooms display 
their product unveiled towards these spaces, by expecting people to occupy these in between 
spaces. This can lead to a point, which says those spaces are what the business persons or tenants 
and owners trust as center of attraction for users. On the other hand, users can position themselves 
confidently in these spaces. As no one specifically pays a rent for them, they are considered as 
public spaces. And the public occupies them freely without any influence from anyone. Before 
visiting the individual business rooms, they need to read and understand the in-between space to 
know the building and its contents, through physical access and sensory based experience. But, 
these spaces in buildings of the study area (Addis Ababa) are limited to visual access only. 

The commercial buildings are open for public to access them. The voids are provided in the 
conceptual stage for this specific purpose. They are the source of light and ventilation access for 
the individual rooms and the building as a whole. The corridors within are displayed economically 
facing towards the void which initiates occupants interaction. However, observing them from 
liminality point of view, these voids have no any communication with the public. As they are left 
empty, the user within cannot occupy and spend time with in them other than watching while 
passing by around them. 

These somehow are solved in Merkato Lideta and Awash Bank (Parts of cases discussed in 
this paper) buildings. The voids are made somehow to be occupied by users through the provision 
of dynamic stairs and ramps. In both buildings, people are observed experiencing, standing and 
visiting them like a museum. Those spaces are considered as a new way of expressing spatial 
ideas in buildings of the city. And currently those are the top architectural pieces that can be 
named in terms of potential of efficient liminality. Such buildings are widely observed to appear 
in the developed countries, United Kingdom, America, Germany and so on. 

The three international case studies contain those spaces with strong conceptual approach 
of creating variety of user interactions with in. The vertical circulations play a great role in 
implementing those situations. They have two missions to accomplish. The first is its basic 
service, which are connecting the different rooms within the building and a place of public 
interaction (for discussion, seating or waiting area etc.). And the other one is to be displayed as a 
sculpture within the building, so that people are made to enjoy those in between spaces more 
visually felling as they are in museum in addition to the physical access. This gives a remarkable 
value to the building or to architecture as a whole.  

Therefore, the following points are answers for research questions from specific objective 
of the thesis in the local context, formed in a related concepts derived from findings of the 
literature review, questionnaires and case studies.
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1. Liminal spaces are 100 % mandatory in commercial buildings. Because they are the center of 
public gathering area that directly fulfills commercial buildings` manner of being public centered 
business area. size of this liminal space is decided not in relation to the total volume, but the 
number of people expected to occupy it at a time by architect`s intention and approved by owners. 
In this the professional must be reasonable with the provision of these spaces, which seams waste 
it is not artistically integrated with other parts of the building. The artistic injection in integration 
to lighting and ventilation, public interaction within, basic functional spaces character and design 
brand needed to be displayed by designer are main factors affecting location of liminal spaces 
with in buildings. Elements forming them are Lobbies, corridors, waiting areas, vertical and 
horizontal circulations, atriums and variety lobby activities in relation to human interaction. And 
this spaces attract users with the degree the liminal spaces occupied by other people which 
depends on quality of liminality within a building and its identity being represented in user`s 
mind.

2. Users contribute their role in creating efficient liminal spaces within commercial buildings 
through occupying and experiencing with dynamic activities within the static structures of the 
architect. As users themselves are also illegal architects, they are engaged in designing activities 
within liminal spaces of buildings. In the local context, occupants are capable of experiencing and 
designing situation depending on richness of the liminal space elements. Those situations are both 
controlled (lobby shops, cafes and restaurants, coffee shop and so on) and uncontrolled activities 
(dynamic public interactions).

3. Different data are collected in how to relate liminal spaces with basic functional spaces. And 
the majority claim as both shall be blurred relationship in order to house efficient liminality within 
buildings and be beneficial to each and every stakeholder based on their relation to the building.

4. Professionals play a greater role by using liminal spaces and public interaction to create a 
considerable value in liminality. It is implemented through provision of rich public oriented 
structures of a building to be used by people. In the conception stage designers must to think how 
they have to inject liminality with in liminal spaces, using them as main concept of the building 
and above all respecting comfort of users. Their flexibility to be shaped in any kind of mold also 
makes them to be described boldly as main concept of a building. This can happen by focusing in 
the main potentials of the spaces. Those are the occupants and elements that can be displayed 
within them. The Elements are parts of a building (vertical and horizontal circulations and 
lobbies) and different activities. They are organized in these in between spaces to create 
interactive communication between the building and users to sustain liminality through creating 
new scenarios in updated way related to fashion. 

5. Significant factors in shaping liminal spaces are, amount of people accessing them at a time, 
site location, plot size, content of the building which affect coverage of liminal space within a 
building form (facade level, partial atrium and whole building form) in addition to evaluating 
factors of efficiency of liminality in Fig.4.80.
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6.2. Recommendation 

6.2.1. Guidelines for better liminality

Public Void

Provision of public voids are the starting point to introduce a building with efficient 
liminality. During formation, the following basic concerns must be considered.

1. As they are not going to be a source of income by themselves, which are obviously 
considered as waste, they shall be wasted in an artistic way.

2. Their size shall be decided in relation to number of occupants expected to occupy the 
building at once.

3. As long as art has to be integrated (1), they have the potential to display main concept of 
the building.

Vertical Circulations

Both vertical and horizontal circulations have the potential of gathering people together. 
With these collective users, a building can have variety of activities that results efficient 
liminality. If its elements are comfortable enough to display occupants in different level with in 
the liminal spaces, they can act as both audience and stage positions at the same time. The 
positioning system is expected to create a 3 Dimensional space experience. 

In the totality, there should be a variety of circulation routes in integration to basic rooms 
(commercial rooms with in building), which allows to have visual and physical access to wards 
all rooms. These results a variety of activities to take place within them and a people watching 
people situation that attracts more people to occupy them. Then finally becomes a means to 
activate the basic programs and all senses of occupants. Therefore, rather than hiding spaces with 
potential of liminality and using doglegged stairs somewhere within a building, it is better to 
create playful vertical circulations integrated with those artistic void.
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Activity Spaces

Creating a playful stairs, ramps, escalators and panoramic elevators in integration with 
liminal spaces are by themselves activity spaces. In addition, if open spaces with smooth 
relationship to them are provided, the more efficient liminality is contained within a building. 
This helps the commercial spaces to have a chance of being displayed more through holding users 
in these activity spaces for a considerable moment and create their own dynamic activities.

Commercial display

The commercial products to be displayed have also to own a place with in the liminal 
spaces. Defining the commercial spaces with in room’s segregated from in-between spaces create 
a difficulty to be accessed by users. It gives an extra job for them to get in to each individual shops 
so that they can get what they want. However, this make them to be tired of doing it some other 
time. Then they will look for other options. Therefore, integrating an intermediate displaying 
space (like the buildings in Merkato), blurring the connection in between, during design creates 
liminality that is more efficient. In this case, there is no segregated definition of spaces (which are 
commonly called public and private) and serve as commercial spaces in the totality sense.
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In addition, to these bold statements of efficient liminality, there are invisible forces that 
makes liminal spaces more responsible to the needed situation. Those are contextual factors, 
Illegal architect`s activities, Professional architect`s nonphysical ideas, Tenant`s concern to use 
these spaces in relation to their product`s display and Owners positive attitude towards these in 
between spaces. So, the efficiency of liminality with in buildings refers more than summation of 
those individual factors. Which means the addition only does not result it, unless they blur in to 
one wholeness existence through harmonious integrity. I recommend all the stakeholders to 
contribute their role in creating public oriented liminal spaces.

In relation to building regulation, i have acquired information as there is no any written or 
considered rules and regulations related to this study area. During this study, the factor which is 
believed as it has a potential to be documented as regulation is “the size of the void in relation to 
build up area of a building or number of users expected to occupy in a moment”. It requires a 
practical detailed study by itself. Therefore, i left it open for other researchers or concerned body 
from the government institutions to study it in detail.

In general, i recommend for professionals to give focus and value to the three stages of 
efficient liminality sources. As architects are expected to participate in design, construction and 
use stage of a building with design and supervision works, it is their responsibility to make their 
buildings efficient in the communication of public interaction with the liminal spaces through 
detailed experience of occupants’ senses.
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Part - II



 7. Project
An intervention design on existing building owning, a void 
with potential to display liminality. Lamps as activity space 
and decorating semi-outdoor space, horizontal and vertical 
connecting circulation elements (corridors, bridges and 
stairs) and transparent envelops to create a blurred interior 
and exterior connection for commercial display purpose. 



7.1. Project Description  

This paper has a capacity of building new and rebuilding existing structures in to human 
friendly object, which are responsive for user`s actions with their static elements. Using the power 
of architecture, those static elements can be designed in a dynamic way to navigate occupants’ 
movements through a deep psychological relation like that of poem. All the senses of a person can 
be activated. The art with in architecture feed these senses an identity of a specific place. This 
remains as a brand for the building to be recognized being anywhere. 

Brand has a powerful influence in human being`s mind. Looking at business system of the 
practical world, every one strives hard to own their representative image. It is mostly preferred to 
be a simple abstraction of products or name of an organization in order to be captured easily by 
customers. For instance the world wide accepted brans like that of Coca cola, Toyota, Sony and 
so on can be named with influential images that simply advertise their products and quality as they 
rich every part of the world. This image remains to be an identity of a company or business 
organization. It helps the company to be recognized by buyers easily. So, transforming this in to 
the world of architecture, the company being understood as a building and the brands or logos 
displayed at its parts creates an influential concept of buildings towards influential liminality.

The project is aimed to experiment on how findings of the research are really responsible 
for efficiency of liminality to take place with in commercial buildings. This can be interpreted 
with new design starting from a scratch or working on intervention in buildings that already 
contains liminal space with potential to house efficient liminality. For this project, the second one 
is preferable to proof the results by giving focus on main objective of the research. This is 
purposefully in order to avoid unnecessary effort on fantasizing in new project and showing 
objective of the research, which focuses at public spaces with in a building, in the specific liminal 
space. 

Therefore, the project is “to inject an efficient liminality” in a building, which have the 
potential to entertain liminality. Considering brand as the main input for existence and continuous 
presence of liminality throughout the building life time an existing building is to be experimented. 
An experiment that display variety of activities and considerable number of people. This can be 
interpreted in many buildings located with in Addis Ababa city. There are buildings with different 
types of liminal space potentials. From those one is selected to be a center of liminality in this 
project.   

The building has a dedicated liminal space, which 
is defined boldly by its own devoted form, integrated 
with the totality formal composition.  This space disclose 
itself fully towards one of the active streets of Addis 
Ababa. From its presence, it is obvious that the designer 
provided it as part of the building to play the role of 
liminal space, calling people passing by walkways of the 
active street to interact with in the structure. But as per 
this research, it does not house public interaction as 
considered by the designer yet. The occupants access the 
building directly from the main access through that void 
defined with five floors high. It is the new Wegagen bank 
head quarter building, Addis Ababa branch, in front of 
the  national  stadium.  The  fountain  within it somehow 
creates  a  blocked  sense.  So, it is removed for efficient 
liminality provision purpose. 
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defining form
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 Blurred
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7.3. Program Development

Location of the building is one of the focal areas of the city in terms of active public 
interaction. It is characterized by accepting any commercial activity. Currently, there are many 
different programs serving the public. Indoor commercial activities (offices, shops, bank, café` 
and restaurants), street vendors, train and taxi stations are those activating the area. Most people 
are observed looking for shades around while standing there waiting for someone, as it is a center 
of meeting area for the society with those activating characters. In addition, the public always put 
themselves in to this area for entertainment purpose, looking for space that attract them. Some 
cafe` and restaurant buildings, exposing their spaces to the street with clear glazing facade, are 
observed to be their options. But, especially in working hours those spaces are too crowded. The 
area needs more public interaction spaces. Following this Wegagen bank has a void that can gives 
a response to this need. 

Therefore, this void can have a potential of calling occupants towards the building. It can 
happen by displaying human interaction which is clearly visible from exterior urban area like the 
café and restaurant`s activities displayed around.  Which also requires provision of habitable 
public space, observed from different positions of the street. And as the building`s functional 
activities are bank and commercial programs, the habitable public spaces could house commercial 
activities, such as shops and entertainment centers. 

So, side by side with the provision of those programs presence of efficient liminality is must 
to activate them. The visual access only do not bring liminality in to existence. Whereas, an 
intermediate physical access responsible for the occupants to interact is must. Therefore, in 
addition to the commercial programs a space for public activities are also part of the project 
objective.

7.4. Conceptual Approach

Main concept of the project is to inject “PUBLIC LAMPS” with in that “wasted” space in 
an “artistic” way. They are intended to house public activities within the void. It is aimed to be an 
additional character of the building, as well as urban area, in terms of spatial public interaction 
that can be considered as brand of the building through sensory experience of individuals. That 
can help the building to be a center of liminality in a better way than it is right now. 

Lamps are now a days being the means to integrate art with in interior or public spaces by 
giving attractive appearance through many different creative designs. In this case, the lamps are 
used to glow the space as well as immediate surrounding during night time. At the same time, they 
house public activities exposed to the exterior through partial transparent glazed walls.

���������������������������������	�������� ����������������������������������	�������
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Those lamps provided for different 
functional purpose are twelve in number. They 
are selected from cubes (2.5m* 2.5m*2.5m each) 
organized in a grid form horizontally with in the 
void`s foot print and distributed vertically in a 
random way to create variety with in unity form. 
It is done by keeping the current open visual 
interaction between the building and urban area 
in front of it.
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To connect those twelve cubes a straight 
flight stairs positioned in dynamic way, and public 
activity platforms are provided. These are also a 
center of efficient liminality display, provided for 
the society to spend time with them and explore the 
building more.
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7.5. Spatial Relationship

Twelve boxes containing activity spaces are accessed from the existing grand stair with in 
the void and corridors defining it in variety levels. From those access points occupants reach the 
public lamps passing through bridges and stairs positioned in different levels to allow dynamic 
activities taking place in harmonious way. And the cubes are treated with stripe lamps for light 
provision and a transparent glazing for visual interaction purpose within itself as well as outside 
of the building. These all are the means to house an efficient liminality with in the building 
through experiencing all senses of individuals who occupying it.

����������Access to “Public Lamps” 
from 1st floor

����������Access to “Public Lamps” 
from Side grand stair
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7.6. 3D Perspectives
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Laura Tansini (sculptor)

7.7. Discussion

If liminality with in buildings are considered from the beginning of design process stage by 
dedicating a space for the public to interact, it would have  a strong communion like that of sculptures 
displayed in main squares of Addis Ababa city, used as landmarks of the specific locations. Liminality has 
a potential of giving iconic character for buildings. It might be when observed from exterior if designed to 
create a considerable contribution on totality formal composition of a building or being inhabited from 
inside of the building. This offers trust for the society to occupy it without any doubt. 

The project, intervenes in housing liminality within a building that owns a space capable of 
welcoming public`s interaction. The building is mainly chosen because of its prospective to display 
liminality towards the active urban area in front of it. It loudly talks with professionals in a unique 
language from those other buildings within the city. Not only for professionals, but it is also simple identity 
of the building to be captured by public’s mind. Thinking of it as entrance defining element, has out of 
scale character in relation to human scale experience. It would rather claim the grand stair, located adjacent 
to the wall defining it in one side, to occupy it. Which can make it to be human friendly more. So, reading 
this need, the thesis is interpreted using chandeliers that can be integrated into the space with simple and 
recognizable interior room’s character of “space and lamp” concept, to position social interaction in its 
variety levels.     

Liminality form conception stage of design process have more advantage to create an integrated 
elements of a building as well as public activity. Sculpting the public void out of a building form and 
spreading human interaction in response to parts of a building within, can be used as main concept of the 
building design. Because, their appearance do not require any regulation concern and standard dimension, 
other than the capability to serve users in mass. This leads to the conclusion, rather than leaving liminal 
spaces open during design stage of a building, to be designed in use stage by occupants, it is far way better 
to include them during design process by considering illegal architects activities that appears in use stage 
of the building.

But, it does not mean that there must not exist any void which do not contain parts of a building 
responsible for public interaction. As discussed in chapter four, international case study part, in 
Guggenheim museum by Frank L. Wright, the public activity concerned ramps are circulated around the 
boundary walls with a grand void displayed towards the interior. This wider central void has been 
experimented by different designers to create efficient liminality with in the building through flexible 
activities. Therefore, if liminal spaces are given attention from the variety responsible bodies related to a 
building, they also assure presence of long-lasting efficient liminality within a certain structure in this way.

“I need to model in spaces and with space. I am aware of space and the living 
emptiness of space. Space is infinite, imperishable. Emptiness is the space of 
sculpture. Space/emptiness surrounds everything, and we cannot do without it. 
Perhaps the awareness of space leads to a strong communion with the universe.
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Predicting at future of architecture with the current technology booming trend of the architecture 
world, spaces with in towers may be defined by flexible boundaries to contain variety activities of the 
society. This practice has already started in small projects. But, the introduction of such flexible spaces, 
especially in liminal spaces, according to fluctuation of social and political realities in high rise buildings, 
creates an interesting in-between space that can be memorized by variety of spatial organization and public 
activities in respect to each other. Who knows, this could be the next study area of the researcher.   

Architectural and art practices located in public spaces implicitly and explicitly 
question the social and political context. To respect the diverse and changing 
relationships between different people and spaces, a praxis of liminality must 
encourage diversity. Architect Jeremy Till believes that the complex social, political 
and economic factors affecting individuals in communities mean that there cannot 
be a unitary, cohesive conception of community or architectural form. We must aim, 
instead, for architectures of the impure community. Similarly, relationships 
between people and public space change over times according to fluctuating social 
and political realities. (Smith, C., 2001(2))
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 9. Annex  



“Talking with the ignored building” Essay inspirational images.

Liminal space of a building ignored by public sheltered from heavy rain. 

People turning their back to liminal space of the building.
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Liminal Spaces collection of buildings from Addis Ababa city.

Friendship Commercial Center Awash Bank Lideta BranchAwash Bank Lideta Branch

Nigat Birhan Business Center Amede Gebeya Shoping Center

Getu Commercial Center Mafi City Mall

Lideta Merkato
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This questionnaire is aimed to collect data as part of a study that is undertaken as partial fulfillment of 
the requirement for the degree of Master's at Advanced Architectural Design (MAAD) in Ethiopian 
Institute of Architecture, Building Construction and City Development (EiABC). The study focuses on 
the efficiency of commercial building`s Liminal spaces in relation to occupant`s interaction. 

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

The concept of liminality in architecture is defined as “ephemeral relationship between people and 
spatial environments.” Liminality or the liminal refers to transitional space – “neither one place nor 
another, but a third space in-between.” 

Therefore, this liminal space represents the space with in buildings which is responsible for public 
interaction and connecting the outdoor environment and the basic functional rooms (spaces owned by 
individuals) of a building. Such as entrance lobbies, corridors and atrium voids. 

With this concept in mind, I would like to request you humbly to invest your precious time in the 
following questions that are believed as a key solutions to answer demands of the thesis objective and 
architectural trend on this area. 

1. Personal Information

                                            
            
 
                                          

2. General  Questions

                                            
            
 
                                          

Male 

Never

Female 

OccasionalFrequently

Age

Sex 

Profession 

Commercial buildings user 

2.1.  Are liminal spaces mandatory in public buildings?               Yes No 

Yes No 

2.2.  If yes, would you please list three basic benefits of its existence in a building from your point 
of view?

2.3.  Does liminal spaces of buildings in Addis Ababa give opportunity to user`s interaction during 
their presence?       

2.4.  How should liminal space be related with the basic programs of a building? 
                                            Segregated                Partially connected                       Blurred

2.5.  How do you evaluate liminal spaces of commercial buildings in Addis Ababa, from your 
experience in general? 
                                     Excellent                          Good                      Fair                    Poor
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1. For Users/ Customers

                                            
            
 
                                          

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

The research sought to answer a number of questions relating to this central theme, which triggers 
exploration into the extent of the power of architectural qualities on human experience. Based on 
questioning the conception, existence and sustainability of liminality in local buildings.

3.2.  What are your expectations from presence of efficient liminal spaces ?

3.1.  How can the efficiency of liminal spaces with in buildings be measured? 

3.3.  How do you contribute your own role in making liminal spaces efficient?

3.4.  What is the benefit of its existence to users?

3.5.  What possible actions can be displayed

3.6.  What factors can sustain efficient liminality with in buildings?

3.7.  How do users sustain efficiency in limina spaces?

3.8.  Additional important Suggestions
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2. For Tenants

                                            
            
 
                                          

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

The research sought to answer a number of questions relating to this central theme, which triggers 
exploration into the extent of the power of architectural qualities on human experience. Based on 
questioning the conception, existence and sustainability of liminality in local buildings.

3.2.  What are your expectations from presence of efficient liminal spaces ?

3.1.  How can the efficiency of liminal spaces with in buildings be measured? 

3.3.  What considerations should be taken during design for efficiency of liminal spaces?

3.4.  How should liminal spaces be organized in relation to individual(commercial) rooms?

3.5.  What factors assure existence of efficient liminal spaces?

3.6.  How does the existence of efficient liminal spaces influence business exchange in buildings?

3.7.  How should  products be displayed to  sustain liminality?

3.8.  Additional important Suggestions
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3. For Owners

                                            
            
 
                                          

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

The research sought to answer a number of questions relating to this central theme, which triggers 
exploration into the extent of the power of architectural qualities on human experience. Based on 
questioning the conception, existence and sustainability of liminality in local buildings.

3.2.  What are your expectations from presence of efficient liminal spaces ?

3.1.  How can the efficiency of liminal spaces with in buildings be measured? 

3.3.  What considerations should be taken during design for efficiency of liminal spaces?

3.4.  How should liminal spaces be organized in relation to individual(commercial) rooms?

3.5.  What factors assure existence of efficient liminal spaces?

3.6.  How does the existence of efficient liminal spaces influence business exchange in buildings?

3.7.  How should  products be displayed to  sustain liminality?

3.8.  Wasting space with in building in artistic way for efficient liminality (based on user`s 
interaction) Vs using space with in building effectivelly (based on rentable rooms)?

3.9.  Any additional suggestions
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This questionnaire is aimed to collect data as part of a study that is undertaken as partial fulfillment of 
the requirement for the degree of Master's in Advanced Architectural Design (MAAD) at Ethiopian 
Institute of Architecture, Building Construction and City Development (EiABC). The study focuses on 
the efficiency of commercial building`s Liminal spaces in relation to occupant`s interaction. 

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

The concept of liminality in architecture is defined as “ephemeral relationship between people and 
spatial environments.” Liminality or the liminal refers to transitional space – “neither one place nor 
another, but a third space in-between.” 

Therefore, this liminal space represents the space with in buildings which is responsible for public 
interaction and connecting the outdoor environment and the basic functional rooms (spaces owned by 
individuals) of a building. Such as entrance lobbies, corridors and atrium voids ... 

With this concept in mind, I would like to request you humbly to invest your precious time in the 
following questions that are believed as a key solutions to answer demands of the thesis objective and 
architectural trend on this area. 

1. Personal Information

                                            
            
 
                                          
2. General  Questions

                                            
            
 
                                          

Architect

NeverOccasionalFrequently

In practice 

GAR PAR

Academician Both

PARUP PPAR

Profession 

Work Experience  

Commercial buildings user 

2.1.  Are liminal spaces mandatory in public buildings?               Yes No 
2.2.  If yes, would you please list three basic benefits of its existence in a building from your point 
of view?

2.4.  Could you please list three buildings in Addis Ababa that you do appreciate in efficiency of 
their liminal space? 
                                    

2.3.  How do you evaluate efficiency of liminal spaces of commercial buildings in Addis Ababa, 
from your experience in general? 
                                     Excellent                          Good                      Fair                    Poor

4. For Professionals (Architects)
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There are two occupations of architecture: the activities of the architect and the actions of the user 
(illegal architects). The architect and user both produce architecture, the former by design, and the 
latter by use.                                                                                                                      Jonathan Hill

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

                                            
            
 
                                          

Yes No 

The research sought to answer a number of questions relating to this central theme, which triggers 
exploration into the extent of the power of architectural qualities on human experience. Based on 
questioning the conception, existence and sustainability of liminality in local buildings.

3.1.  Can liminal spaces be part of design driving ideas （conceptual display) in buildings?

3.2.  If yes, list the possible conceptual potential of liminal spaces please.

3.3.  How does liminal spaces influence the relationship between buildings and users ?

3.4.  What are the elements forming liminal spaces? 

3.5.  How can the efficiency of liminal spaces with in buildings be measured? 

3.6.  What are the benefits of efficient liminal spaces in relation to the basic programs of a 
building?  

3.7.  What possible activities can be displayed at liminal spaces?

3.8.  What considerations should be taken during design, to sustain efficiency of liminal spaces? 

3.9.  What considerations should be taken during use, to sustain efficiency of liminal spaces? 

3.10.  What and How does activities sustain liminality?

3.11.  Any additional suggestions
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4. Evaluating E�ciency of liminality

                                            
            
 
                                          

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

4.1.  Design concept display potential.
AgreeDisagree Neutral

Highlly 
Agree

Highlly 
Disagree

The following points are derived from literature review and are believed as the basic factors to evaluate 
efficiency of liminal spaces. The researcher requires your point of view whether you agree or disagree 
by giving the rank prepared to each factors below.

4.2. Potential of people watching 
people situation with in the 
liminal boundary.

1. People watching people situation - presence of variety spots to maximize visual and physical interaction of the public.
2. Wasting space in artistic way - provision of playful spaces for public interaction.

4.3. Liminal spaces openness and 
accessibility potential.

4.4. Holding occupants engaged in 
activities for a certain period of 
time.

4.5. Existence of Variety options of 
circulation routes with in liminal 
spaces.

4.6. Own characteristics (identity) or 
memorable.

4.7. Wasting space in artistic way for 
liminality purpose than filling it 
totally with basic functional 
rooms.

4.8. Activating basic programs of the 
building

4.9. Consideration of  the Size of 
Liminal Space in relation to 
number of occupants intended to 
serve.

4.10. Three Dimentional visual and 
physical access potential.

4.11.  Additional important Suggestions

1

2



 Questionnaires
Translated in to Amharic Language   
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የዚህ መጠይቅ አላማ በኢትዮጵያ ስነ-ህንጻ: ህንጻ ኮንስትራክሽን እና ከተማ ልማት ኢንስቲትዩት (EiABC): 
አድቫንስድ አርኪቴክቸራል ዲዛይን በሚል የማስተርስ መርሃ ግብር ለሚሰራ ጥናት የሚያስፈልጉ መረጃዎችን 
ለማጠናቀር የሚያገለግል ነው:: ጥናቱ የሚያተኩረው የንግድ ሕንፃዎችን ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ከተጠቃሚዎች ጋር 
ያላቸው መስተጋብር ንቃት ላይ ይሆናል:: 

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

በስነ-ህንጻ ጥበብ የስፍራ ሊሚናልነት የሚለው ጽንሰ ሃሳብ "ሰዎች እና ያሉበት ድባብ ቅጽበታዊ ግንኙነት በሚል 
ትርጓሜ ይተነተናል:: የስፍራ ሊሚናልነት የሚያወሳው ስለ መሸጋገሪያ ስፍራዎች ሲሆን: ማለትም "ወዲያ ወይም 
ወዲህ ሳይሆን : በመሃል የሚፈጠረው መካከለኛ ሶስተኛ ስፍራ" ነው::

በመሆኑም ይህ ሊሚናል ስፍራ የሚወክለው የህንፃ ተጠቃሚዎች እንቅስቃሴ እና ግንኙነት የሚፈጥረውን 
የህንጻውን የውስጥ ስፍራ ሲሆን በተጨማሪም የውጨኛውን አካባቢ ከህጻው የውስጥ መጠቀሚያ ስፍራዎች 
(የግለሰቦች ስፍራ) ጋር ማገናኘት ነው:: እንደ የመግቢያ አካባቢ መተላለፊያዎች: የውስጥ መተላለፊያዎች እና ከታች 
ወደላይ ተከፍተው ብዙ ወለሎችን የሚያሳዩ ስፍራዎችን ያካትታል::

ይህ በሃሳብዎ እንዳለ : የተወሰነ ሰዓት ወስደው የሚከተሉትን ለጥናቱ አላማ እና ለስነ-ህንጻ ልምምዶች ወሳኝ 
መፍትሄ ያመጣሉ ተብሎ የሚታመንባቸውን ጥያቄዎች እንዲመልሱ በትህትና ጠይቃለሁ::

1. የግል መረጃ

                                            
            
 
                                          

2. አጠቃላይ ጥያቄዎች

                                            
            
 
                                          

ወንድ

በጭራሽ

ሴት 

አንዳንዴበተደጋጋሚ

እድሜ

ጾታ

ሙያ

የንግድ ሕንጻ ተጠቃሚነት 

2.1.  ሊሚናል ስፍፍራዎች በንግድ ህንጻዎች ግዴታ ያስፈልጋሉ?               ያስፈልጋሉ አያስፈልጉም 

አዎን አይደለም 

2.2.  ያስፈልጋሉ ካሉ ሰወስት ዋና ዋና ጥቅሞችን ይጥቀሱ?

2.3.  እውን በአዲስ አበባ ህንጻዎች ውስጥ የሚገኙ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች በስፍራው ለሚገኙ ተጠቃሚዎች 
መስተጋብር ጥቅም እየሰጡ ነው ወይ?      

2.4.  በምን አይነት መንገድ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ከህንጻው ዋናው መገልገያ ስፍራዎች ጋር መገናኘት አለባቸው? 
                                            ተለይተው                         በከፊል ተቀራርበው                       ተዋህደው

2.5.  አዲስ አበባ ውስጥ ያሉ የንግድ ህንጻ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎችን ከራስዎ ልምድ አንጻር በጥቅሉ እንዴት 
ይገመግሟቸዋል?
                                     በጣም ጥሩ                            ጥሩ                      መጠነኛ                    ዝቅተኛ
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1. ለንግድ ህንፃ ተጠቃሚዎች 

                                            
            
 
                                          

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

የጥናቱ ፍላጎት በዋናነት የጥናቱ ሃሳብ ላይ የሚያተኩሩ ጥያቄዎችን መመለስ ሲሆን የስነ-ህንጻን ሁለገብ ሃይል 
ከሰዎች አጠቃቀም አንጻር መመርመር ላይ በማነጣጠር የሊሚናል ስፍራዎችን ምንነት : ሃልዎት እንዲሁም 
ቀጣይነቱ ጭምር ከግምት ውስጥ ያስገባል::

3.2.  ከብቁ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ምን አይነት ነገሮች ይጠብቃሉ?

3.1.  ህንጻዎች ውስጥ ያሉ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች የአገልግሎት ብቃት እንዴት ሊለካ ይችላል?

3.3.  ሊሚናል ስፍራዎችን ብቁ ከማድረግ አንጻር ምን አይነት አስተዋጾ ማድረግ ይችላሉ?

3.4.  ብቁ የሊሚናል ስፍራዎች መገኘት ጥቅሞች ምን ምን ናቸው? 

3.5.  ምን አይነት ድርጊቶች በስፍራው ሊከናወኑ ይችላሉ?

3.6.  የአንድን ስፍራ ብቁ ሊሚናልነት በምን አይነት መንገድ ማስቀጠል ይቻላል?

3.7.  ተጠቃሚዎች ሊሚናልነትን እንዴት ሊያስቀጥሉ ይችላሉ?

3.8.  ተጨማሪ ጠቃሚ መረጃዎች?
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2. ተከራዮች

                                            
            
 
                                          

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

የጥናቱ ፍላጎት በዋናነት የጥናቱ ሃሳብ ላይ የሚያተኩሩ ጥያቄዎችን መመለስ ሲሆን የስነ-ህንጻን ሁለገብ ሃይል 
ከሰዎች አጠቃቀም አንጻር መመርመር ላይ በማነጣጠር የሊሚናል ስፍራዎችን ምንነት : ሃልዎት እንዲሁም 
ቀጣይነቱ ጭምር ከግምት ውስጥ ያስገባል::

3.2.  ከብቁ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ምን አይነት ነገሮች ይጠብቃሉ?

3.1.  በህንጻዎች ውስጥ ያሉ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ብቁነት እንዴት ሊመዘን ይችላል?

3.3.  የሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ንድፍ በሚሰራበት ጊዜ ምን አይነት ሁኔታዎች ከግምት ውስጥ መግባት 
አለባቸው?

3.4.  ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ክነጠላ የንግድ ክፍሎች አንጻር እንዴት መዋቀር አለባቸው?

3.5.  በምን አይነት መንገዶች የሊሚናል ስፍራዎችን መገኘት ማረጋገጥ ይቻላል?

3.6.  የብቁ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች መገኘት በህንጻዎች ውስጥ የሚኖርን የንግድ እንቅስቃሴ እንዴት ሊያግዝ 
ይችላል?

3.7.  ሊሚናልነትን ቀጣይ ለማድረግ ሸቀጦች እንዴት ባለ መልኩ ለተጠቃሚዎች መቅረብ አለባቸው?

3.8.  ተጨማሪ ጠቃሚ መረጃዎች
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3. ለ ባለይዞታዎች

                                            
            
 
                                          

MASTERS IN ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

THESIS PROJECT QUESTIONER 

E�ciency of LIMINALITY on ARCHITECTURAL Spatial Environment 
at Commercial Buildings 
in Context of Addis Ababa

የጥናቱ ፍላጎት በዋናነት የጥናቱ ሃሳብ ላይ የሚያተኩሩ ጥያቄዎችን መመለስ ሲሆን የስነ-ህንጻን ሁለገብ ሃይል 
ከሰዎች አጠቃቀም አንጻር መመርመር ላይ በማነጣጠር የሊሚናል ስፍራዎችን ምንነት : ሃልዎት እንዲሁም 
ቀጣይነቱ ጭምር ከግምት ውስጥ ያስገባል::

3.2.  ከብቁ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ምን አይነት ነገሮች ይጠብቃሉ?

3.1.  በህንጻዎች ውስጥ ያሉ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ብቁነት እንዴት ሊመዘን ይችላል?

3.3.  የሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ንድፍ በሚሰራበት ጊዜ ምን አይነት ሁኔታዎች ከግምት ውስጥ መግባት 
አለባቸው?

3.4.  ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች ክነጠላ የንግድ ክፍሎች አንጻር እንዴት መዋቀር አለባቸው?

3.5.  በምን አይነት መንገዶች የሊሚናል ስፍራዎችን መገኘት ማረጋገጥ ይቻላል?

3.6.  የብቁ ሊሚናል ስፍራዎች መገኘት በህንጻዎች ውስጥ የሚኖርን የንግድ እንቅስቃሴ እንዴት ሊያግዝ 
ይችላል?

3.7.  ሊሚናልነትን ቀጣይ ለማድረግ ሸቀጦች እንዴት ባለ መልኩ ለተጠቃሚዎች መቅረብ አለባቸው?

3.8.  ለየትኛው ተግባር ትኩረት ይሰጣሉ?በህንጻዎች ውስጥ የሚገኙ ስፍራዎችን ኪነጥበባዊ በሆነ መልኩ 
አገልግሎት ላይ በማዋል ብቁ የሆነ ሊሚናል ስፍራ ማድረግ (ከተጠቃሚዎች መስተጋብር አንጻር)ወይስ 
የህንጻውን ስፍራዎች በአግባቡ መጠቀም (ከሚከራዩ ክፍሎች አንጻር)?

3.9.  ተጨማሪ ጠቃሚ መረጃዎች
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